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MTROmJCTIOH 
Our title Implies a desire to make the purpose of 
this thesis something sore then academic. We will ignore 
the possibility that it mm? be a forlorn desire bat we can­
not ignore the faot that in order to express such a desire 
in the title we hove sacrificed a clear statement of what 
we intend to do. 
Our purpose will be to a* ice an analysis of the 
structural form of The Scarlet Letter that will point out 
intricacies end interrelations that the general reader doea 
not have the time to examine. We hope that our analysis will 
deepen and enlarge the experience that such a reader may 
gain fro® the novel* There is a whole, potential experience 
available to a mythical, ideal reader. Such an experience 
is an infinitude that this thesis pushes towards. There are 
approaches to the structural from other than ours; there ere 
volcunes, written and unwritten, on the meanings and impli­
cations of the novel, the personality, influences on and 
intentions of the author that all pu ah further towards this 
infinitude. This thesis takes a very humble place among 
theau 
We have chosen to approach the structure because it 
is the structural form of the novel that shapes and defines 
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the experience that the reader oerrlea with hia. ®he struc* 
turel fora welds the parts (character, scene, language, ac­
tion, etc.) into one whole experience* We will examine these 
parte separately to determine the particular qualitiee of 
eaoh and the place of each in relation to the others and 
then reunite them* The process will increase the reader*s 
consciousness of the depths and intricacies of the whole and 
thus enlarge his experience* Our examination will follow 
the course of the novel and we will allow our conclusions 
to emerge in their natural order. 
OBAPTSR I 
Hawthorn# begins The Scarlet Letter by placing a 
scene before our eyes. It is not a clear scene for it con­
tains no life and action; we are merely told that it exists. 
A throng of bearded sen, in sad-colored geraents 
and grey, steeple-crowned hats, intermixed with 
women, soae wearing hoods and others bareheaded, 
was assembled in front of a wooden edifice, the 
door of which wis heavily timbered with oak and 
studded with iron spikes.i# 
The sentence suggests a particular scene that is capable of 
containing actual life but &are directly it creates an im­
pression of a group of people and a building. Only a few 
words convey the impression bat they give it unmistakable 
qualities* The people wear sad-colored garments and grey, 
steeple-crowned hats, the building has a door of oak and 
iron. Hawthorne is content to leave it at that for ths 
aoaent. 
The founders of a new colony, whatever Utopia of 
huaan virtue and happiness they might originally 
project, have invariably recognized it among their 
earliest practical necessities to allot a portion 
of the virgin soil as a geaetary, and another portion 
as the site of a prison.2• 
The particular scene grows by indirect reference: the people 
1. Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Complete Hovels and Se­
lected Tales, edited by Norman Holmes Pearson (Hew TorkJ 
The Modern Library, 193?.)# p.112. 
2. Ibid. 
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are now colonists end the building is a prison. Bat at the 
saae tiae that the building la beoomiag mora particular it 
is also becoming sore general. It la a as oc la tad with daeth 
(tha cemetery) and almost becomes syaonoisoas with crime and 
evil as Hawthorns emphasises its ubiquity in human society* 
But now Hawthorns is ready to plaoe his group of people and 
his prison in tlae and space. 
la aooordanoe wiih this rule, it may safely be 
assumed that the forefathers of Boston had built 
tha first prison-house somewhere in the vloiaity 
of Corahill, alaost as seasonably as they marked 
out the first burial ground, on Isaac Johnson's 
lot, and round about his grave, which subsequently 
became the nuolaus of all the congregated sepul­
chres in the old church-yard of King's Chapel.*• 
Hawthorne adds credibility to his scene by a reference to 
the historical peat of Boston? by the use of names like 
Isaac Johnson, Oornhill and King's Chapel. At the same tiae 
the association between the prlsoa and tha grave yard, ©riffle 
and death is continued. But now, having given the prlsoa 
credibility by historical references, Hawthorne is abis to 
return to it. 
Certain it is, that, some fifteen or twenty years 
after the settlement of the town, tha wooden Jail 
was already narked with weather-stalas and other 
indications of age, which gave a yet darker aspect 
to its beetle-browed and glooay front. The rust 
on the ponderous iron work of its oaken door looked 
more antique than anything else In the Efew World. 
Like all that pertains to criffle, it seemed never 
to have k/aowa a youthful era. Before this ugly 
edifice, and between it and the wheel-track of the 
1. Hawthorne, loc.olt. p.112. 
street, was a grass-plot, much overgrown with 
burdock, pigweed, apple-peru, and such unsightly 
vegitation, which evidently found something oon-
genial in the soil that had so early borne the 
black flower of civilised society, a prison.*• 
the throng of colonists in front of the Boston prison are 
now placed in time, some fifteen or twenty years after the 
first settlement. But Hawthorne's primary ooncern remains 
with the prison, te enlarges the picture in our mind's eye. 
The prison is weather-stained, beetle-browed and gloomy. 
The ponderous iron work of its door is rusted; before it is 
a grass-plot overgrown with wee<33 and beyond that the wheel-
track that serves as a street. Again, however, he does not 
stop with physical description, though the weather-stained 
prison has only stood these fifteen or twenty years it seems 
aged, like crime, with which it is almost synonymous, like 
death, with which it is associated. "Like all that pertains 
to crime, it seemed never to have known a youthful era." 
And now the ugly building is associated with the unsightly 
weeds that grow in front of it. Hot only are the adjectives 
*ugly* and "unsightly" suggestive of each other but Haw­
thorne also mentions that the weeds seemed to find "some­
thing congenial in the soil that had so early borne the 
black flower of civilized society, a prison.** The asso­
ciation is clenched with the metaphor "black flower*J the 
prison too is an ugly plant growing from the same soil. 
1. Hawthorne, loc.clt. p.112. 
* See above. 
At this early point we can already discern soas-
thing of the method tha t H« . thorae Is usinp. Let us re­
capitulate. He presents a bare scene, a group of people 
and a prison, and concentrates on the prison. His physioal 
description is not detailed bat is rendered, on the contrary, 
by a few particular words: The prison is gloomy, weather-
stained and beetle-browed, its front is dominated by a pon­
derous oak door studded with rusty iron. It is language 
y 
that evokes as much a mood as a picture. He carefully 
chooses the characteristics of the building thut will evoke 
a certain response in the reader and that response is the 
same as one has to the function of the building. Grime is 
something gloomy end beetle-browed on the visage of man and 
this is particularly so among Hawthorne Puritans. Its 
punishment, especially among the Puritans, is a heavy and 
ponderous business of oak and iron sanctioned by a cold 
God. The Puritan tools of punishment are oak pillories and 
gallows, and iron bars. Thus, on the one hand Hawthorne 
uses physioal description carefully, in order to reflect 
essential character and inner connotations, and on the other 
band forces a definite picture into our imaginations. He 
reminds us with words like "weather-stained" and "rusty 
iron* that the elements play about this build ingj his re­
ference to historical names sends us beck to early Boston 
and he sets this prison on soil newly cleared from the 
wilderness by showing us the grass plot and the wheel-track 
w7-
street in front. We have as yet seen no human activity la 
or about thin prison tent we know that these people will sooa 
stir. 
This much ie done by the physios 1 description alone 
and the physical description is only a smell part of whet 
Hawthorne has said. By association the prison takes on 
othar connotations. It Is associated with death and crime 
and like tha© seeas ageless, as old as nan. It is asso­
ciated with the ugly weed a that mt t he beauty of nature? 
aa weeds are inharmonious with the order of nature so 
criminals ere to the order of society. The prison is the 
"black flower" of civilized society. 
These two: the physical description with its con-
notations and the overt associations go hand ln hand to 
evoke an impression that is extreaely varied and yet domi­
nated by one tone which arises originally fro® one parti­
cular and individual prison. 
We return to the aetaphor of the black flower which 
crowned the association between the weed-plot and the pri­
son to find that this raotaphor also leads us on to another 
flower. 
But on one side of the portal, and rooted almost 
at the threshold, wis a wild rose-bush, covered in 
this month of June, with its delicate gess, which 
sight be imagined to offer their fragrance and 
fragile beauty to a prisoner as he went in, and to 
the condemned original aa he came forth to his 
doom, ia token that the deep heart of Mature couId 
pity and be kind to hicu 
This rose-bush, b; a strange chance, has been 
kept alive la history; but whether it had isrcly 
survived oat of the stem aid wilderness, so long 
after the fall of the gigantic pines and oakes that 
originally overshadowed it,--or whether, as there 
is fair authority for believing, it hud sprung up 
under the footsteps of the sainted Anne Hutchinson, 
as she entered the prison door,—we shall not take 
upon us to determine* Finding it so directly on 
the threshold of our narrative, which is nam about 
to issue from that Inauspicious protel, we oould 
hardly do otherwise than pluck one of its flowers, 
and present it to the reader. It aay serve, let 
us hope, to symbolize soae sweet moral blossom, 
that my be found along the track, or relieve the 
close of a tale of human frailty and sorrow.1* 
I'he prison as a bleak flower seems to be in sharp contrast 
to the wild rose at the threshold, the prison Is the blaok 
flower of civilized society, the rose has the fragile beauty 
of nature untouched by civilization. The one is the instru­
ment of punishment for crime, the other "might be imagined 
to offer its fragrance and fragile beauty to the condemned 
criminal as he came forth to his doom, in token that the 
great heart of nature could pity and be kind to hist.* But 
the two have likenesses as well aa contrasts. For instance, 
both are flowers, both spring from the sane soil and stand 
side by aide in quiet haraony. We know the connotations 
of the prison. The rose too assumes symbolical connotations 
as soon as its beauty and fra.?ranoe beooiae a token to the 
condemned criminalj a symbol of the great heart of nature 
that stands apart from and indifferent to human moral and 
statute law and can pity transgressors. The prison has 
sprung frou the saaw virgin soil as this rose, the same 
1. Hawthorne, op.elt.,PP.112-113. 
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soil that produced the burdock and apole-peru. All three, 
associated variously with crime and rectification, civi­
lized law and natural freedom, beauty and ugliness, good and 
evil, contrast one against the other and yet ere similar and 
grow side by side in indifference and harmony• But Hawthorne 
does not leave the wild rose with only that connotation; he 
suggests that it may be a survivor from the wilderness or 
it may have sprung up at the feet of Anne Hutchinson, and 
he allows both ideas to stand with equal credibility.3" 
Anne Hutchinson clashed with the oak sod iron and thus adds 
to the connotations of the rose bush* The very fact that a 
saint emerges from the house of evil solidifies the la-
press ion of the whole complex association: that good can 
emerge from evil, that the beautiful ana the ugly grow from 
1. must not fall into the natural error of dis­
counting one suggestion because it is supernatural. Haw­
thorne wishes us to waive our rationsl prejudice and accept 
each. He says in the preface to The ffouse of 9evea Osblesj 
"When a writer calls his work a Romanoe, it need hardly be 
observed that he wishes to claim a certain latitude, both 
as to its fashion and material, which he would not have 
felt himself entitled to assume had he been professed to be 
writing a Hovel* The latter torn of composition is presumed 
to aim at a very minute fidelity, not merely to the possible, 
but to the probable and ordinary oourse of man's experience 
The former—while, as a work of art, it mast rigidly subject 
itself to lews, and while it sins unpardonebly so fat *s it 
may swerve aside fram the truth of the human heart—has 
fairly s right to present that truth under circumstances, to 
a great extent, of the writer's own choosing or oreatioaf 
If he think fit, also, he may so manage his atmospherical 
medium es to bring out or mellow the lights end deepen and 
enrich the shadows of the picture. He will be wise* no doubt, 
to make a very moderate use of the privileges here stated, 
and, especially, to mingle the marvelous rather as a slight, 
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the same soil, end the more particular impression that per­
haps there is evil la society, la law itself, when it con­
demns a saint. Jfewthorne does not resolve these paradoxes; 
he allows them to rest on the imagination as he did the 
double suggestion of the origin of the rose bush, but he 
does add the Impression that such paradoxes are universal 
In time. The rose bush continues in history tying the past 
to the present. It is a reessertloa of the impression evoked 
by the seemingly ageless prison of the Hew World, It leaves 
us with a feeling of the immediacy of the past; oris® is 
always with us end this rose, with all its connotations and 
paradoxes, continues through time irrespective of changes* 
All of these 1 plications, complexities, intricacies, 
and even sore than we have mentioned are inherent in Haw­
thorne*® short opening chapter. They could lead the reader 
into a terrible morass of intellectual speculation if it 
were not for the fact that we do not read carefully enough 
to become entirely embroiled in them, and since our memories 
delloate, and evanescent flavor, than any portion of th« 
actual subst*»noe of the dish offered to the public. He can 
hardly be said, however, to commit a literary crime even If 
he disregard this caution." (Hawthorne, p.245*) It seen® 
that an American audience is not willing to grant this li­
cense and Hawthorne restates his plea in the preface to the 
Bllthedalet "In the old countries, with which fiction has 
long been conversant, a certain conventional privilege seems 
to be awarded to the romancer; his work is not put exactly 
side by side with nature; and h® is allowed a license with 
regard to every day probability, in view of the improved 
effects he is bound to produoe thereby." (Hswthorns, p.439.). 
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cannot recall all we are more apt to reapoad emotionelly to 
what we read. For this reason it is the tone, the feeling 
of the prison houae that rides above all in our aeraories, a 
tone that is consistent, from the iron studded door, to the 
beetle-browed front, the unsightly weed plot, the "blaok 
flower*, the condesaed criminal, to Hawthorne*a final words 
that bring as back to the storyt "It £the rose bush] asy 
serve, let us hope, to symbolize sane sweet moral blossom, 
that may be found along the track, or relieve the darkening 
of a tale of human frailty and sorrow." This tone or feeling 
needs no logioal understanding! it is imbibed emotionally; 
it evokes a particular mood that remains with the reader and 
easily absorbs the so&ber intellectual reflections. And the 
whole compendium finds an elan vital in a particular build­
ing, enriched and complicated but still the weather-stained, 
beetle-browed Paritan prison that stands behind a weed plot 
in early Boston. 
With the beginning of the second chapter Hawthorne 
leaves the prison and turns our direct attention to the 
throng of people who stand before It. Because we have the 
physical description and the oblique references of the first 
chapter behind us Hawthorne is able to turn to these people 
with a greater degree of familiarity than before. 
The grass plot before the Jail, in Prison Lane 
on a certain summer morning, not less than two 
centuries ago, was occupied by a pretty large 
large auaber of the inhabitants of Boston, all 
their eyes intently fastened on the iron a la/aped 
oakea door.1* 
It la largely a repetition of the opening sentence 
but aow Hawthorae eea speak of *the inhebitaats of Bostoa," 
•the <?r«es-plot," *?risoa Leae, * a ad "the oaken door* know* 
lag that his reader will aooept thea as fatal Her objects 
without question. As, la the first chapter, he left the 
presentment of the aoena to apeak less d ireotly of the 
priaon, he now follows the same pattern with the people. 
Aoongst say other population, or et a later period 
la the hiwtory of ifew Baglend, the gris rigidity 
that petrified the bearded physiognomies of these 
good people sould have aunured som awful business 
la haad. It oould hfcve betokened nothing short of 
the aatlolp; ted exeoutloa of mm noted culprit, on 
whoa the senteno* of a legal tribunal had been con­
firmed the veralet of publie aanticaent. But la 
that early severity of the Puritan oh&raeter, aa 
lafereaoe of this kind oould not so ladubitably be 
drawn. It sight be that a sluggish bond-aervant, 
or an uadutiful child, whott his parents had given 
over to the slvil authority, was to be corrected 
at the whipping post. It sight be, that an Aati-
ao&lsa, a Quaker, or other heterodox religionist 
was to be seourgedi out of the town, or an idle and 
vagrant Indian, who* the white oan*s fire-water 
had asd« riotous about the streets, was to be 
driven with stripes into the shadow of the forest. 
Itjaight be, too, that a witoh, like old Mistress 
Hibbias, the bitter tempered widow of the aegis-
trnte, was to die oa the gallows* la either ease, 
there was very muoh the seat* solemnity of demeanor 
oa the part of the spectators, as befitted a people 
aaoa^st whoa religion a ad law were almost ldeatloal, 
and la whose ohmraoter both were so thoroughly later-
fused, that the mildest and severest eota of publio 
discipline were alike ggade venerable and awful. 
Meagre, indeed, and oold was the sympathy that a 
transgressor adght look for from suah by-ataaders, 
1. Hawthorne, QR.olt.. p.113. 
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at the scaffold, Oa the other hand, e penalty, 
whiah, in our days, would Infer a degree of 
mocking infamy and ridieu le, aight then be in­
vested with aloost as stern a dignity as the 
punishment of death itself.** 
As HSwtharne used a few well chosen words to typify, 
to expose, the underlying, essential character of the pri­
son, he describes this group of people in the saias aaaner. 
Their bearded faces show a petrified, gria rigidity and they 
wear sad-colored garesent a and grey steeple-crowned hats* 
Again the language is evocative as well ss descriptive sad 
leaves with us a definite impression of the people who have 
built the prison with which we are faailinr. It is language 
that describes essential moral character as well as exterior 
appearance and is consistent with the tone and feeling evoked 
by the first chapter. 
the parallel pattern to the first chapter continues 
but now, ins teed of historical reference to add credibility, 
Hawthorne enumerates the varied punishments that these peo­
ple inflict with uniform solemnity. The undutiful child, 
the witoh and their particular punishments all reflect par­
ticular aspects of the Puritan character, yet all are con­
sistent with the dominant tone set by Hawthorne's physical 
description, fhls a orpestion of particular incidents adds 
credibility and life to the people for it puts action into 
their history. But Hawthorne's first concern is with ths 
l. Hawthorne, os.clt.. p.113. 
priaary motivation trait# of t,b© Puritaae, and their atti­
tude toward theae wroaf-doera reveals the®* ...there was 
very jaaeh the name solemnity of a esse a nor on the part of 
these spectators? as befitted a people aaoaipt whoa religion 
sad lew ware almost ideation! f sad ia whoaa character both 
were so thoroughly iaterfused, that the aildeat and severest 
note of public diaoipliae were alike ®ade veaeraftle ®ad aw­
ful.* After plflclar the prisoa in tiae and space ffawthorae 
arrived at ®a expressive astap bars now be coacludos with en 
expository truth of character made pol§aeat by the eppesrsooe 
and eetioas of tile possessors. As a result the eaaeatinl 
moral o feu raster of the Purl teas steads out with extreme 
clarity because it la exposed by sotioas «afl not symbolical 
intricacies. We are moviag aeurer. to drimatle sotioa. 
fo retura to our parallel betweea the chapters; the 
blsck flower w«s eospartd aad ooatreated to a wild rose. 
Mow the stera end severe elemsat of the Puritan c baraater ia 
coat rested with aaother basic trait. 
The a&e had aot so moh refiaeseat, th&t aay sease 
of i propriety restrained the weerers of pettiooat 
a ad fertjiiagale from »teppiag forth iato publio 
ways, sod wedfiias their aot uasubstaatiel persoas, 
if oeooiiioa were, iato the throag osarest the scaf­
fold at aa execution. Morally as well a* oaterially 
there was a ooaraer fiber la t hone wives aad nald-
eas of old iaglish birth sad breediag, thaa ia their 
fair desceadsatst separated froa them by © series 
of slat or ssvea geasratloas; for, throughout that 
ohaia of ancestry, every siioessslve /aother ha® trsas* 
alttad to her child a faiater bloaa, a store dsiloete 
aad briefer beauty, aad a slighter phyaioal frame, 
if aot a ohaweter of leas force aad solidity, thaa 
her own. file woisen who w*re mow standing about 
the priaon-door atood within less than half a 
o©atari' of the period whan the asa-lljte« Elizabeth 
had been the not «1together unsuitable repre­
sentative of the aex. They were her countrywomen; 
end the beef and ale of their netive l«nd, with 
a moral diet not a whit aore refined, entered 
largely into their composition. The bright 
cioraing aun, therfore ahone on broad ahouldera 
and well developed busts, and on rounc end ruddy 
cheefca, that had ripened in the far-off island, 
and hed hardly yet gram paler or thinner in the 
atmosphere of few iftiilflad. 
Contrary to what we hew aeen in the fuceii and the garb of 
theae people, their bodiea are soooustoiaed to being well 
fed on beef and ale. The? hftve broad ahouldara, well de­
veloped buata, round and ruddy cheeks. Again Mawthome uaee 
physical eharecteriatica to point up character, for these 
women who have aaaujaed the stern «afi somber Kuritaa garb 
ere countrywomen of the nan-like Elizabeth from mrry old 
England. they have been reared on beef and ale and * a 
aoral diet not a whit sore refined." The contrast between 
the two aidea of their character is parallel to the contrast 
between the black flow«r and the roae% Those ruddy cheeks 
hearken to a time when religion end aoral law were aepw rated 
and life m® leas "civilized* (in the aenne of the black 
flower of civilised society) and aore natural. As year# 
were to pass the thin air of Hew Kn gland (or the ^rianeas 
of Furitan aoral law) was to leave in each succeeding gene­
ration "a fainter bloom, a more delioete and briefer beauty." 
I. Hawthorne, op.olt..dp. 113-lU. 
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But oa this suaaer raornlng the two beolc element8 of the 
Purl tea character ere et their height a ad both of these 
seeaingly contrasting traits are forged into one character, 
almost as the black flower and the rose despite their dif­
ferences seera one. But even aa the element of pity from 
the great heart of nature was retained in the rose so an 
element of pity shyly lurfes in faritan society* *'Ah, but, * 
interposed, more soft ly, a youngwife, holding a oh lid by 
the hand, 'let her cover the oark as she will, the pang of 
it will always be in her heart*.It is the Puritan 
strain, however, that is dominant and the terser of old 
England only seems to add to it a measure of coarseness, 
almost brutality, this result of such an amalgam beooraea 
a start ling ly apparent when the women speak. 
There was, moreover, a boldness and rotundity of 
speech among these matrons, as aosfc of them seeoed 
to be, that would startle us at the present day, 
whether in respect to its purport or Its voluae 
of tone . 
"Good wives," said a hard-featured dtuae of 
fifty, *1*11 tell ye a pieoe of ay miM. It would 
be greatly for the public behoof, if we wotasn, 
beina of nature age and church-members in good 
repute, should have the handling of such aale-
factresses as this Hester Prynne. What think ye, 
gossips? It the hussy stood up for Judgement 
before us five, that are now here in a knot to­
gether, would she come off with such a sentence 
as the worshipful magistrates have awarded? 
Marry, I trow aot!w2. 
"What do we telle of ©arks and brands, whether 
on the bodice of her gown, or the flesh of her 
1. Hawthorne, oo.cit., p.114. 
2. Hawthorne, op.olt.. p.114. 
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forehead?* cried another feaale, the ugliaat es 
wall as ths nost pitiless of theae aaIf-cons tituted 
judges. "This woiaan ha a brought shane upon as all, 
iM au^ht to die. It ths re no law for it? Truely, 
there is both in the Scripture ©iw2 tdc statute-
book. Then let the osgistrates, who have made it 
of no affect, thank the&selves if their own wives 
and daughters go astray!*1* 
The lagland of baaf and ale, of the man-like Elizabeth gives 
thase woaen sanction to apeak out with boldness and robust­
ness for the enforcement of the Puritan law that reads alike 
in the Scripture and the statute book;. If we were to carry 
ths parallel construction of the first two chapters farther 
we sight not# that the capacity for pity that resides la the 
great heart of nature, and that we would expect in the pa­
ra Hal character of old England, has been forged into piti­
less brutality by the oak and iron of furitanisa. This 
capacity for pity is gone from the Puritan matrons like ths 
fading of the bloom in the cheeks of succeeding generations. 
these people now step before us and speak and act. 
Hawthorne has quickly prepared the utege for the® though 
his preparation has been so packed with meaning that we si-
reedy are Quite familiar with thea. But in action, la 
conversation thsy take on a poignancy of life the t ths nove­
list can convey to us in no other aanner. 
At this point, then, let us review Hawthorne's 
preparation, to renew ia our winds what ha has shown us and 
to see where he is leading us. 
1. Hawthorns* op.olt..pp.114-15. 
•18» 
A story, « novel, aoat be piofced oat of society. It 
Is s particular chain of events snatched fro© the aalti-
tudinous p* «s<!e of eventa thet Is the day-to-day life of a 
oaaaunlty. But this particular chain of events, involving 
particular people, aoa-t remain rootei in the oosraunity, in 
society, and cannot fee separated, out, for it is only as a 
piece of the whole social life that the story assumes mean­
ings it is only as members of sooiety thet the individuals 
feecom alive and reel and take on aeanlng. Man is a social 
being—alone he is nothing, he ilea, in society he becomes 
a aan. the novelist deals only With the particular circum­
stances that are an essential part of his story; he cannot 
concern hi®elf with the vast flow of life that is extraneous, 
and yet in the relation of those particular circuas tames he 
aust root his story and his people s part of their society, 
this is the primary problem that faces Hawthorns in these 
first tew p-pea. His opening scene is only one circumstance 
in s busy community lift, the circumstance that happens to 
he the beginning of his story, the circumstance by which 
he most convey the feeling of coraaunlty life. He mast 
portray the essential characteristics, the permanent dis­
position an<! tendencies, the tone and sentient of the society. 
It is his method of coin*! this that we are about to review. 
Hat?thorns hat aoved froa the general aspect and tone 
of the Puritan community and society to the actions of par­
ticular individuals in particular circumstances. In order 
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to x»kc this propresaioa clear 1st as arbitrarily dlviae 
the firat two ohapters froa each other. In the first chap­
ter ha pre*eats the co©Muaity la the person of the prlaoa; 
ia the aecoaii, tbe inhabitants in the persona of the throat 
of people before the prison* Thin ateteaeat is too airaple 
bat we will flat it excusable for the sake of clarity. 
Hewthorae has told us aothing of the lay-out of the 
town of Soetoa; la faot, he has ahowa as oaly oae building 
aad very little of that oae building so fur an physical 
characteristics are concerned. *• kaowr aothiag of the atyle 
of a real tec tore of the type of coastruotloa; we do aot kaow 
where it la situated la relation to the r«. t of the tova. 
Hawthorae ha@ chosen to portray the building by a few words 
that do fora a picture la our miads, give the building 
credibility, but words whose prla«ry iateat ia to evoke the 
feeling that the eight of the building would give ua a ad at 
the same tiae evoke the fee Hag we would receive If we w«re 
to walk slowly end observantly through the entire oosmtalty. 
It is a feellai of rough boarda a ad waether-staiaa, of ex­
posed aall heads with dark, rusty telle trailiag beaeath 
thea on the hewn surface; the feel lag of a aew oo.-uaunity 
hacked out of the wilderaeae. But thia ia aot the primary 
impreaeioa that we receive nor the primary lapressioa that 
Hawthorne wishes to convey. Our do®lasting lapreaaioa ia 
oae of ateraaess, severity, starvation aad gloom, for thia 
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ls « penal Institution, gloomy, beetle-browed and agly, 
constructed of $&k and iron. Hawthorne deepens the impres­
sion by associating the prison with death, critae end evil-
ageless and ubiquitous—and yet, somehow, also associated 
with end akin to What which is good and th«t which 1® beau-
tiful. And in this manner he preaenta the cooaitnity to us. 
T?e wishes to convey, not the surface hut the permanent dis­
position end tendencies, the tone and sentiment of tha 
aoolety, and he does it with a prison and a few sparse word a. 
In the second chapter Hawthorne turns to the people 
who inhabit thia cooauuil ty, have built it and fa ah lone d It 
after their own lunge, Again the words of description are 
poignantly evocative and the impression we receive la auch 
the sum «s thi t we received from the prison. Their gar­
ments and facial expressions sr« stern, severe and glooagr* 
But mm we mta mmi&g nearer to people, to life, to action; 
and Hawthorne portrays them further by relating their actions, 
for actions ilve credibility and life to people* He de­
liberate!'; chooses only so felon* that are connected with the 
punishment of crime, not only because these people are 
gathered to observe the ignominy of a prisoner but also be­
cause these actions strike in to and portray the basic dis­
position, the tone and sentlaent of the aoolety—"A people 
amongst whom religion and law were almost identical, and in 
whose character both were so thoroughly interfused that the 
alldast and tha severest acts of public discipline wars alike 
vaaersble and awful.* But this is not the whole pioture end 
Hawthorne, »gala, using physical sieaorlption, evocative langu­
age and actions, conveys the ooarse, robust sleaent of thair 
character. Ha fuses the two «nfi is resdy to poignantly dis­
play the rasuXt as the people oom to Xlfa and apeak. 
While this iaprassion, this understanding of Puritan 
soolety is working on our imaginations eonsciousXy and sub­
consciously, Hawthorne's vary Xanpus.-e is subconsciousXy 
fortifying and smpXlfying the seas i ipression. It is langu­
age that shows a strong tia back to tha *'urltan logician, to 
tha Mathers, Edwards and Bowdoin college. It seajss "archaic 
and unreal. His "way of describing nature , dasplta his 
sustained pattern of subdued colors is highly artificial, 
it makes you think of Teats raaartc that whenever language 
has been *the instrussnt of controversy,* it has inevitsbly 
grav;n abstract.*2* It is language in need of the renais­
sance that Snerson and Thoraau provide. 
As in» turn to specific examples we find that it is 
not the language we wouia expect fro*» a "realistic" novelist 
who depends upm fidelity of detail for his effect. if« find 
suofe phrases as "the gria rigidity that petrified the bearded 
physiognomies of these good people", "solemnity of deaeanor", 
"rotundity of speech**, and n is personage prefigured sad 
1. F.O.Metthiessen, Aaerlcan Renalsasnot (Hew Tork: 
Oxford University Press, 1941.), p.206. 
2. Loo, cit. 
represented la Ma aspect,*** As Matthieaaea tma noted 
they aeea "archaic aad uareal," *Phygl06aoaiea*, "deaeaaor", 
"rotundity*, a ad "peraoaage" art not the "preciae word* that 
the modern noveliat would use. They are the latialasa of the 
$urlta& logician, of Bawdoia college and of Mr#. Hawthorne 
sad bar Boston, bat we are not so coaceraed with their aource 
as thair effect aad that offset is aot to embody a fullaeaa 
of life but oa the oaatrary a starvation, e severity of lifa. 
They era worda from yrhioh the life ha® feeea bled by long use 
la lofic a ad ooatrovera? a ad they ere uaed to portray a 
oosusuaity, a society in which the life blood, the old lag-
lioh virility ha a beea perverted and is be lag drained by 
the coablaed foroe of Scriptural and statute law. 
Within the limits forced upon hits by his Furl tea 
background aad ancestry, however, Ba»thorae * a laaguage la 
flexible and change a en the subject matter cheages. la he 
turaa to the virile, old Wagliah eleaeat of the "Puritaa 
ohareotar hla laagucige ©haagea accordiafly. How he usea 
phraaes like *beef a ad ale,* *rouad aad ruddy e he eke," 
aad *thet had ripened la a far-off lalaa<3 .* '•Beef," *ale*, 
"ruddy,* *eheeka,w aad ripened" are Annlo-flaxoa worda, uaed 
to coavey aa Anglo-"axoa trait, fhey oontala direct ooa-
notatloaa th®t are rooted la the active life of aaa aad 
aature. la Hawthorae'a sfcory raovea towards notioa the coa-
aotatioas of his very words be:-aaa more virile aad active 
1. Hawthorne, op.cit.. p.115, 
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aad finally as the people apeak, their words, in themselves, 
reveal a ooarae end brutal ooablaati <a of the Purl tan aad 
the old Saglisitu "7e hear auoh phrases as "I'll tell ye a 
piece of up aiad,* *the haughty baggage," "2s there a© law 
for it?* aad "^hat do we talk of marks aad breadsf whether 
oa the bodice of her I'owa, or the flesh of her forehead?... 
Thin mom®, has brought ah«s»® on us ail, ead ought to die."1, 
la oar attempt to show Hawthorne1 a aaaaifclvity to 
the power of words we have perhaps made the oaae for hie 
ability to ooavey life ia language too Gonvinoine. fe must 
recieaber that even wftea his laaguoge ristea to its life-
giving height ("The bright morning ana, therefore, ahoae oa 
broad ahouldera aad we 11-6 eve loped buata, aad oa rouad ead 
ruddy oheeks, that had rlpeaed ia the far-off is lead, ead 
hardly yet growa paler or thiaaer ia the atmosphere of New 
laijiaad") it atill retaiaa a aote of the archaic aad the 
uareal. Juat aa the Puritaa eleaeat of oh&raoter doelaetes 
the old lagliah, the latiaiaas of Hawthorne's laaguag® hold 
away over the influx of the Aaglo-Baxoa. 
W® have seea few Bawtfeorne (aovea fro® the general 
aapeet of the Puritaa aooiety, to enlarge oa the esaeatiel 
Puritan character aad finally arrive at a particular action, 
the oonveraatlon of particular ^urltana. He has ahowa ua 
how then® individual® are aa integral part of aad re fleet 
the whole society. He has doae all this while relating oaly 
1, Hawthorne, op.olt. p.lH. 
a alagle oirouastaac© out of their busy ooottunity life, the 
particular olroustttanoe that i» the beginning of tola story. 
At the 86 2ie tlm he hair never felled to keep pr.reaouat ia 
our ainds the feet that ail of this iatroductioa is oaly 
poiatiag to the siagle aotion that will set the story ia 
motloa. ?'« ere set oa our guard ia the very first neateace 
when we see that these people ere aaaeiabied ia fro at of the 
prison. Our eye# go to the door aa Bfewthora* uaes it to 
typify end describe the ton 114 lag* Thea, at the ©ad of the 
firat chapter he uses the rose to return our attention *o 
the doors "flawing it so directly oa the threshold of our 
narrative, which ia mm about to issue froa that inaus­
picious porte 1, we oould hardly do otherwise than pluok 
oae of ita flowers, and present it to the reader.* 
These tm introductory chapters hot oal/ poiat to the 
co®i«ieaeaaeat of the story but also prapcre the reeder for it. 
We have hints~-froa the priaoa Itaelf, fro® the refereaee to 
the orimlaal and Anne ^utobinaon, from the exposition of 
Puritan ahsrseter through the exposition of criminal puaieh-
laeata— that the person a boat to eaer&e fro® the door ie a 
oulprit o f some sort. The refereaoe to Aaae Hutchinson aal 
the particular laterest of the women ia the proceedings hints 
thet this oulprit sight be a wocaen and finally the ooaversetioa 
of the female on-looteers oonflnas this, even gives us her 
aaoe and hints at the nature of her a rime. But even more 
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then this; Mewthorns has already Instilled la us a 
certain a&ount of preconceived pity for this women, age la 
through the reference to Anna ***itchlas0a end through the rose 
as a token of the great heart of Hetare. We might even feel 
that there Is soiie good a a well ea evil Inherent la her crlae 
end Its punishment because of the symbolical Intricacies and 
iaterrelftti ns of the nleok flower sail the rose aad because 
of havthome's hope that the rose may serve "to symbolize 
some sweet moral blosaota, that may he found along the track, 
or relieve the darkening close of « tale of huaan frailty 
sad sorrow.*** 
He turning to our pre-aoqulred feelings towards this 
woiaan, we already feel—through the stern attitude to all 
criae large and st all, of the Furl tana and the words of these 
woaen—»30<se of the terror that will he constantly with her 
as a condemned aeaber of such a society. Finally, with the 
added poignancy of speech our attention la tamed once again 
to the door: 
*Bush, now gossips! for the look is turning ia the 9 
prison-door, and here cornea Mistress Prynne herself.*4* 
The door la flung open ia the first physical movement of the 
story. The aovement rivets the attention of the e»owd and 
the reader upon the doorway. 
1. Hawthorne, op.olt..p.113. 
2. Ibid., p.nl; 
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....there appeared ia the first place, like a blaofe 
shadow eaergiag iato the suashlas, the grim aad 
grisly preseaoe of the towa beadle, with a sword by 
his side ©ad his staff of office ia his hand.1* 
fhis beadle has ao personality; he is oaly a symbol, almost 
sa allegorical figure for the whole of Puritaa society. He 
prefigured aad represented ia his aspect the 
whole dismal severity of the J**s>ltaaic ©ode of law, 
which it was his business to administer ia its finel 
aad closest applicatioa to the of feader.** 
Agaia Hawthorne exploits physical appearaace to the fullest 
exteat. The beadle is dark and sourer ia appearaaoe. He 
repeats the oak aad iroa of the prisoa aad of the Furitaa 
character ia his staff of office end his sword. Buayaa would 
give him a nane—Mr. Purltaa Law— aad aote that Hester Fryaae 
is led from prisoa by Mr. Purl taa Law. Bawthorae makes sure 
that we doa't miss such sa allegorical laterpretatioa but he 
adds somathiag else to the beadle—he embodies him la s simils-
the besdle is like a blaok shadow. Aa la the metaphor of the 
biaek flower the color is ooaslsteat with the feellag Baw-
thorae has glvea us, but the word ^shadow,* like the word 
"flower,* Jaagles. Puritaa law seems very taagible, hard aad 
real while a shadow implies something iataaglble, soft aad 
uareal. It suggests that perhaps Burltaa law is aot so ob­
durate as we might thiak. fhls law, alike la Scripture aad 
statute book, has hiddea ia it some of the qualities aot oaly 
of the flower but also of the shadow. The beadle, thea, is 
l.Hawthorae,0£.oit. ,p.11$. 
2.I00. oit. 
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aot only a simple allegorical represeatat ioa of Fori tan lew 
but lie also adds a osae thine new to our iupreaaioa of that law 
and the aooUty that enforces it. la doin« ao he reiteretea 
the ifiipreaaion that Hawthoracis symbolic el intricacies hare 
already left with us--that Puritan law and Puritan society 
are far too couple* and intricate to be portrayed ia a single 
allegorical figure Just a® the atoaa fro at of a soflero 0.S. 
poet-office nay reflect the general disposition of the people 
who work within but it oaaaot show their «teole personalities* 
Hawthorne ia for too wise to he an allegorist in this sense: 
thia is a truth that will com to us with ever-increasing 
consciousness as we progress. 
lust a a there was a contract to the blacit flower, Just 
aa there wan a ooatraat to the THiritan element in the Bos-
toaian oharacter, now there steps forth a sharp coatrwat to 
the beadle, who 
Stretching forth the official etaff la hia left 
hand,...laid hia right upon the shoulder of a 
young mmn, isfaora he thus drew fore ward; until, 
oa the threshold of the prison door, aha repelled 
hia, by an action aarked with natural dignity 
and force of character, and stepped ia to the 
open air, aa if by her own free will. She bore 
in her arms a child, a baby of mm three aoaths 
old, who wlafeed aad turned aside its little face 
from the too vivid light of day; becauae its 
existeaoe, heretofore had brought acquainted only 
with the gray twllight of a dungeon or other 
darksooe apartments of the prison*I• 
All of the latrloaoiee of association find a point of reference 
1. Hawthorne, olt. p.115. 
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la and give meaning to this woman and her chile, jot she 
ooraea through it a particular Individual with a particular 
peraaiaallty# the one end only Wester **rynae. 
When the young woman—the mother of thia ohild— 
stood fully revealed before the crowd, It seemed to 
he her first impulse to clasp the Infant closely to 
. her bosom* not ao muoh by an lapulae of motherly 
affection, sa that thereby a he might oonoesl a cer­
tain token, which wet wrought or fashioned into her 
dreas. In a moment, however, wisely Judging that 
one token of her shams would but poorly aerve to 
hide another, aha took the baby on her am, and, 
with a burning bluah, and yet a haughty anile, and 
a glance that would not be abashed, looked eround 
at her townspeople and enlghbors. On the breaat 
of her gown, in fine red cloth, a or round ad with an 
elaborate embroidery and fantastic flourishes of 
gold-thread, appeared with latter A. It waa so 
artistically done, and with ao much fertility and 
gorgaoua luxuriance of fancy, that it had all the 
effect of a last and fitting decoration to the 
apparel which aha worei and which waa of a splendor 
in accordance with the taste of the age, but greatly 
beyond what was allowed by the sumptuary regulations 
of the oolony.** 
The novelist ha a several method® available for pre­
senting personality, bringing an individual to life, and 
Hawthorne uaea most of them* The most poignant of these la, 
of course, the actions of the character ao immediately as 
Heater Prynne steps before us her actions reveal the inner 
woman. She repelled the beadle *by an motion marked with 
natural dignity and force of character, and stepped into 
the open air, as if by her own free will."^* She clutched 
the child to her breaat in an attempt to cover the scarlet 
latter but realising that one token of her sh®a» will not 
1. Hawthorne, op. cit., p.115. 
2. igg.. oJ£. 
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hide the other "ahe took the baby ©a tier em, tad, with a 
burning blush, aad yet a haughty sialle, and a glaaoe that 
would aot he abashed, looked around et her towas people aad 
neighbors.* 
We see Heater also through the eyes of these towns-
people aad aeij?hbora aad though aelfffebora are not oftea good 
jurtgea of oharaoter there is soae truth lurking la what they 
aays 
"ffhe hath good skill at her needle, thst*o sertain," 
reisarked one of her female epeotators; "but did ever 
a Kcuaaa, before this brazen hussy, contrive suoh a 
way of showing ItS Why, gossips, what la It bat to 
laugh la the faoes of our godly magistrates, aad make 
a pride oat of what they, worthy geatlesaeat, meant 
for punishment?*** 
Aad froa another polat of view: 
"Oh, peaoe, neigh bora, peaoe 1" whispered their 
youagest oo paaloa; "do aot let her hear youI 
Hot a stitoh la that embroidered letter, but she 
has felt It ia her haart.*2* 
Hawthorae also uses his prerogative of stepplag laside the 
Bind of Heater to reveal thoughts that lie uader her actions. 
Be aeatloas that the path Hester had to tread fro® the pri­
son door to the aoaffold ia the aarket-plaoe where aha was 
to a tend her puniahiaeat la opea view was of ao great length 
but 
Measured by the prisoner's axperlenoe,••it might 
be reokoaed a Journey of aoiae length; for haughty 
as her deaeanor was, she perohaaoe uader eat a a 
agony fro® every footstep of those that thronged 
1. Hawthorne,oa.olt*.p.116 
2. loo, olt. 
w. 
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But we hove felt the essential traits of her personality. 
We can safely say that aba is a proud woman, strong willed 
with & natural force of ohereoter, one who beooaes haughty 
is defease against her accusers but at the sane tias retains 
a dignity and elegance that cover* the pain and agony in her 
heart. As a proud woman she is deeply shaded by her ignominy 
and asserts her natural foroe of ohareoter to display a 
haughty #? lance that will not he abashed though it seems that 
her heart is being trampled under a thousand feet. 
Again Hawthorne does sot jfcow us a multiplicity of 
surface details but, as with the ooBaauaity end its inhabitants, 
he Is primarily concerned with ciakin^ us feel the moral ele­
gant in her ch* recter, the expression of aoral purpose, or 
the permanent disposition and tendencies, the tone and sen* 
tliaent of Hester's personality. 
This is Hester Vrynne as we see her before us and as 
we see her through the eyes of others; Hester Prynne whose 
orira© and punishment are the beginning of Hawthorne's story; 
whose anguish, pride and foroe of character will be the pri­
mary moving foroes in the events to follow. 
But before we follow the story farther let us turn 
aside again to examine the intrioaoies of symbol and asso­
ciation that Hawthorne has carefully intermixed with his 
narrative. By scans of these symbols and associations Haw­
thorne adds depth and weaning to the character of Heater. 
He roots her solidly as an integral pert of her ooamunity 
end soolety end defines her position as en outcast fro a that 
society, above end free from the rurltan law as a result of 
being eondeaned b that law. Hawthorne exemplifies and ex* 
panda the aiabigaity of her situation in a variety of ways. 
To return to the huddle aa allegorical figure} as Heater 
steps froa the prison door she repels Mr. Puritan Utw and 
asserts her freedom. It is, however, aa eapty aot, for in 
this society whloh treats the smallest of criaea with the 
same seriousness aa the largest Hester Is condemned both 
temporally end spiritually, so far as the Puritans are con­
cerned, and her heart la being tr sap led upon in the street. 
Her action only demonstrates her pride and force of character, 
hers *Tou can't fire jaa, I quit*, attitude. 
In the parallel pattern of the narrative Hester follows 
after the beadle as the rose does the black flower and she 
now stends outside end above the laws of man like the rose 
as a syabol of the great heart of nature. Moreover, the like­
ness between Heater and Anne Hutchinson la difficult to alas: 
both are oo adeemed by the Puritans, both are women and both 
now enjoy the freedom of the rose. 
This isipresaioa of Hester outside and free from the 
Puritan law is picked up and repeated in her attire, whloh 
was of a splendor "in accordance with the taste of the age, 
but greatly beyond what was allowed by the sumptuary regulations 
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of the colony.* AM then there is the acarlet letter A oa 
hay breast, *ao artistically done, and with so .t&uofr fertility 
and gorgeous luxuriance of fanoy that it had #11 the effect 
of a last and fitting decoration to tHe app??rel a lie wore.... 
It toad the effect of a spell, taking her out of the ordinary 
relations with httiaaaity, and enclosing her in a sphere fey 
herself.«*• 
On the other side, however, Anna Hutchinson was once 
a Puritan, we found the rose to be strangely akin to the 
black flower and Heater, too, cannot really extricate her-
aelf from her Puritan breeding. In fact, the dominant ale-
stent of Heater's character is the sane as that of the aan-
like tlisabcth and her proud and robuat subjects. That 
essential old %gliah virility that is subjugated under 
Puritan law in the Poatonian character has broken free in 
Heater and though she owes what she is to these Puritans 
aha regains different. 
Hester, then, is oast into the a&blguoua position of 
an outcast fro si society, ambiguous because no man, or wooan, 
can ever sever hinself fm& society «n3 re tie In a aan. Heater 
will find herself no different. 
If m wish to continue the point we can even find a 
parallel between the two aides of Heater*# ambiguous situ­
ation and the two ©oat active elements of her character, 
anguish and pride—the one a prolonged emotion, the other an 
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inherltunee froa her fathers. Parallel to the fact that slit 
can never sever herself froa the soci«ty that has bred her 
to be the woaan that she is, is her anguish thet wi 11 beoooe 
an agonizing longing to reooneile herself to that society 
a ad take her place once again as a social feeing; and parallel 
to the fact that for ell practical purposes she is condemned 
and an outoast is her pride that will ultimately lead her to 
renounce her society and atteapt to escape from it. But that 
is far ahead of the story. At the moment **awthorne only 
presents the ambiguity of her situation and hints at the 
probleas it will bring to as her involvement in the 
situation deepens. 
There is, however, something else Important that 
Hawthorne wishes to say about Hester. . To pick up the thread 
we will return onoe again to the association of Hester with 
Anne Hutchinson and the rose. Anne WutcMnson emerged froa 
the Boston prison a saint. Despite, or perhaps because of, 
the ugly taint of crista upon her (for dissent was a orlae 
among the Puritans) she is enwreathad in the beauty of saint­
hood. As she passed over the threshold there grew up at her 
feet a beautiful rosebush, a rosebush also tainted with the 
by my of Anne and directly associated with the ugly 
black flower on the threshold of which It from. The *hole 
story is a poetic expression of the truth that the beautiful 
exists bacause th® ugly exists, good exists because evil 
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exists und the two (four) ere so tightly entwined that they 
are not entirely separable, at least by ma* Hester Prynne 
is associated with thia poetic expreusion ei^ we sea tha 
theae repeated as Heater, tainted b;/ her crime, emerges froa 
the prison in all her beauty, her "dark and abundant hair, 
so glossy that it threw off the sunshine with a gleam, and 
her ... faoe whioh, besides being beautiful froa regularity 
of fee tore and richness of ooaiplexloa, had tha iiapressiveness 
belonging to a Barked brow and deep bleak eyes. She was 
lady-like, too,... .And newer had %ster Prynne appeared raore 
lady-like, in the antique interpretation of the term, than 
as she issued froa the prison.Her ignominy actually 
see&s to enrich her beauty: 
?hose who had known her, and had expected to be­
hold her diiaaed and obscured by a diaasterous 
cloud, were astonished, and even startled, to 
perceive how her b«®aty shone out, and jaads a halo 
of the misfortune and l^noainy in whioh a be was 
enveloped.2* 
Hester too, is saint-like in her beauty. How the theme reaohes 
a cllaax in one of the .".oat delicately presented and aost 
beautifully peotio passages in all Hawthorne. We will not 
tarnish it by any aseegre words of explanation. As Hester 
stands revealed on the ugly a caff old, the child of sin in her 
eras, Hawthorne says: 
Had there, been a Papist §»©M the erowd of Puritans, 
he sight have seen In this blauxlful woaan, so 
1. Hawthorne, op.olt..P.115 
2. Ibid., p.lib? 
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plctureaque in her attire and alen, and with tha 
Infant at her bomm, an object to remind hia of 
the image of Divine Maternity, *toich ao aany 
illustrious palntera have visa with one another to 
rapraaant; something which ahould reaind hi*, in­
deed , but only by contra at, of that aaered image 
of ainleaa motherhood, whose Infant was to redeea 
the world. Hera, there was the taint of da ape at 
aln In the aoat a acred quality of hoaan life, work­
ing auch an effect, that the world waa only tha 
darker for thla woman's beauty, and the mora loat 
for the Infant aha had borne.** 
We began thla digression into the leaa direct things 
that Hawthorne has to aay about Heater after examining tha 
aoene and environment which Hawthorne preaanted in a few 
aparae bat evoaetive words that pointed ap his priaary oon-
oern with the easestial moral tone of the society, the per­
manent dlapoaitlon and tendency of the aoolety that Ilea 
under outward appearance a. Froa thence we went on to ahow 
that on the individual level (Heater), Hawthorne*a concern 
ma such the aasae, only modified to make the individual oome 
to life and stand out clearly froa the whole aoole ty. 
In terms of afcructure we have ah own how Hawthorne, 
concerned only with a particular aequance of events extracated 
froa the whole life of tha comunity, muat preaent the co»-
munity and the Individual and at the ansa time eatabliah the 
Individual aa an integral part of aoclaty while relating tha 
few eventa that concern him. Our aosl recent digraaalon haa 
pointed out how Hawthorne, so early in his 8tory, haa gone 
a long way towards eatabliahlng thla relationship, towarda 
1.Hawthorne, op.clt., p.117. 
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rooting hia story la society and at the mm tiae has poeti-
dally painted the intricete and universal ©oral meaning and 
significance of the s tor/ he has chosen. 
Having examined the essential charaoter of Hester 
and her Puritan society as well as the relation between then 
we will turn to the situation as Hawthorne develops it in 
order to keep it alear in oar aloft* and prepare us for the 
events to follow. 
Hester was led by the beadle froa the prison to a 
soaffold on the western edge of the market-place and directly 
under the eaves of Boston's first church. It was the plat­
form of the pillory* 
In Hester I'rynne's instance, however, as not un-
frecently in other cases. Iter sentence bore, 
that she should stand a certain time upon the 
platforsi, but without undergoing that gripe about 
the neck and confinement of the head, the prone-
ness to which was the most devilish characteristic 
of this ugly engine. 
In addition Hester aust wear the scarlet letter upon her 
breast for the remainder of her years. 
Knowing well her pert, she ascended a flight of 
wooden steps, and was thus displayed to the 
surrounding multitude, at about the height of a 
nan's shoulders above the street.** 
Standing there under "the heavy weight of a thousand unre­
lenting eyes*3• reality slipped frosi before her eyes and her 
mind, especially her memory ro&aed back over her life, bring­
ing up otner scenes than this rough-hewn village. 
1. Hawthorne, op. cit. p.117. 
2. Ifio. fill. 
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Poseibly, it was en instlnative device of her 
spirit, to relieve itself, by the exhibition of 
these phantaamogorio f oras, tma the cruel weight 
and hardness of the reality. 
Be that as it alght, the e oaf fold of the pillorr 
was e point of view thet revealed to Heater Prynne 
the entire track along which eh# had been treading 
ainoe her happy infanoy.1* 
these reminiscences oenter in her paternal hose in %gland 
and finally evolve to "another countenance, of a man well 
strioksn in years, a pale, thin, aohaUr-like visage, with 
eyes dim end bleared by the laapli&ht that had served them 
to pore over aany ponderous books."2. 
Meatt rose before her in faeiaory'a pie tare gallery, 
the intricate and narrow thoroughfares, the tall, 
grey houses, the huge oethedrals, and the public 
edifices, ancient in date and quaint in architecture, 
of a Continental city; whore a new life had awaited 
her, still in connection with the misshapen scholar! 
a new life, but feeding itself on tlae-worn materials, 
like a tuft of green mas on a tueibl ing wall. lastly, 
in lieu of these shifting scenes, came b«ck the rude 
jaitrtcet-place of the furl tan settlement, with all the 
townspeople assembled and leveling their stern re* 
gards at Hester Frynne....«*• 
Hester is now recalled free her Intense consciousness of 
being the object of all these intent eyes by discerning a 
fan!liar face and figure on the outskirts of the crowd. 
Hawthorne first describes the jaan as "email in stature, with 
a furrowed visage, which, as yet, could hardly be termed aged. 
There was a remarkable Intelligence In his features, as of a 
person who had so cultivated his sent©! pert that it could 
1. Hawthorne, op.clt. p.118. 
2. Ibid., pp.119. 
3. loo, olt. 
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not fall to oould the physical to itself, and beooae mani­
fest by unoietak' blc token*.*I* Heater 
Again, at the first instance of perceiving that 
thin visage, and the slight deformity of the fig­
ure,. • .pressed her infant to her bosoa with so 
convulsive a foroe tfa«t the poor babe uttered 
another ory of pain.2* 
The stren^r, for he has Just arrived In Boston, at first 
fives Hester only a glance but then the recognition beoos&es 
..••his look becase keen and penetrative. A 
writhing horror twisted Itself across his fea­
tures, like a snake gliding swiftly over the® 
and tasking one little pause, with all its wrea­
thed intervolutioas in sight. His face darkened 
with ao&e powerful emotion, which, never-the-less, 
he so lnstaneously controlled by an effort of his 
will, that, save at a single moment, its expres­
sion aight have passed for oalaneas.3* 
He turns to the nearest townamn and inquires as to the mean­
ing of the public ignominy of Hester and now the townsman puts 
in direct words the story that up to now the reader has had 
to infer froei Hawthorne's implications. 
Hester is the wife of a learned Englishman who has 
long dwelt in Amsterdam, whence he determined to remove to 
Hew England and sent his young wife ahead. He h«a not ap­
peared in the two years thst have followed and Hester has 
been left to her own misguidance. The identity of the baby's 
father, however, remains a mystery. The magistrates, now 
autual 
1. Hawthorne, ojs.clt.,pp.119-20 
120* 
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thinking that Heater*# husbaad must be on the bottom of the 
see, her® seen fit to past a judgement on her. 
"The penalty thereof ie death* But in their 
great merey and tenderness of heart, they have 
doomed Hi street frynae to stand only a spaoe 
of three hours on the platform of the pilloxy, 
end then and thereafter, for the remainder of 
her natural life, to wear a mark of shame upon 
her bosom." 
"A wise sentence!" remarked the stranger, 
gravely bowing his head. "Thus she will be a 
living sermon a gel not sin, until the lgaoml* 
aioas letter be engraved upon her toabstaae. 
It irks me, aevarthe less, that the partaer 
of her iniquity should aot, at least, stead oa 
the se of fold by her side. But he will be knowal 
—he will be known J--he will be known!** 
Rester, horror stricken by the sight of the straager, 
that she reeogalses so surely, was, however, 
ooasoioas of e shelter la the presence of these 
thousand witnesses. It mi better to stead 
thus with so msay betwixt him aafi her, than to 
greet him, faoe to faee, they two alone•2 
After all of Hawthorae's varied hints et the aature of 
the eituatioa, it aow staads eleerly before us. Thie use 
of hiats, lasiauatloas and assooiatioas that poiat towards 
the aotloa and at the same time ealerge oa its depths aad 
meaaiag, followed by the overt aotloa iteelf, ie a method 
thet we will fiad o oasis teat throughout the novel. We 
heve seea it ia the preseatmeat of Kestsr, aad of the 
Puritea character ia geaereli e narrative sad poetio ex* 
position followed by e view of these Furl teas standlag 
1. Hawthorne, od. oit., p. 121. 
# J&2SL* SJL2L* 
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before us and speaking words (bat toing them to life and 
vividly show them to be all t&at Hawthorne lias In time tad. 
Along the same traok of observation it is dif­
ficult to say when we, as readers, beoaae specif ioally 
oonsoious that this stranger is the husband of Hester* 
The overt aotion that reveals this feet does not appear 
until the following chapter but el ready we know and 
Hawthorne expeots us to know for there will be other things 
of store Importance for us to notice when tin t tine cornea. 
We receive our first hint when we find that the physical 
appearanoe of this stranger is auoh the sam as that of the 
aan in Hester*s reverie* This is followed quickly by tha 
great shook of horror in reeognltion registered by eedh of 
thea. By the tine that he has made his inquiries, ex­
pressing his determination that the father of the child 
shall be known end Heater has beoons oonsoious of her shelter 
in the orowd, we know, though Hawthorne has not yet direotly 
stated the faot in any way. 
As was the oase with Hester, the first appearanoe 
of this man reveals to us a great deal about hie essential 
oharaeter. We eee oharaeter in his physloal appearanoe, 
which, as usual with Hawthorne, reveals the inner man* Be 
has the bleared eyes of a scholar, "Yet those seas bleared 
optles had a strange, penetrating power, when it was their 
owner's purpose to read the huaan soul." Ha is capable of 
dsep emotion but possesses a strong will that oan cover his 
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feoe with a mask that rsvsals nothing of what lias underneath. 
Here also we see Hawthoras's first use of aa animal alalia 
la description. fhe alalia not only maksa the depth and 
nature of the stranger's emotion more poignant hat also in­
tensifies our Impression of his will that can so completely 
control such an emotion. Following Hawthorne's usual pattern, 
our preconoeptioas of the streamer's character are now 
vividly illustrated la his actions. We see him courteously 
and formally question the townsman about Hester, never re­
vealing his intimate tad deeply emotional involvexaeat la the 
situation. We sea and feel his utter, laflamed determination, 
to know the father of this baby that will determine his role 
in the story end eventually stake a aoaonaaiae of hla. 
Hawthorne continues to lay the situation as a voles 
oalls to Beater from the b a loony of the churoh that overlooks 
the platform oa which she stands* It Is the voice of John 
Wilson, a great scholar and the eldest clergy aaa of Boston. 
With his oa the balcony ere noveraor Belllatham, Arthur 
Chilliagworth, Heater's youa<? pastor, and a guard of honor. 
fllsoa says that ha has asked the youag olerygmsa to speak 
to tester, here la public, that she might reveal the name 
of her partner la sia. The young maa deoliaea, however, until 
the governor himself steps fore we rd to say; 
**•••• the responsibility of this woman's soul lies 
greatly with you. It behooves you, therefore, to 
exhort her to repeatsnoe, and to ooafession, as a 
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proof and conaequenoe therof.** 
The dlrectaesa of the appeal from auoh a high souroe turaa 
oar eyea toward a the youag aaa and he atapa forward end after 
a pauae to bow Ma head a a if la prayer, hia llpa trembling, 
he begins to apeak. 
"Heater Pryaae,waaia he. looking over the balooay 
and looking down steadfastly iato her eyea, "thou 
fceareat what thia good mm saya, a ad aeeat tha 
accountability under which I labor. If thou feel-
eat it to be for thy soul's peace, a ad that thy 
earthly puniah&eat will thereby be made more ef­
fectual to aalvatloa, X aharge thee to apeak out 
th,e aaaa of thy fallow* a laser and f e 1 low- auf f ere r! 
Be not allaat for any aiatafcea pity a ad tenderness 
for hixaj for, believa me, Hester, though ha were 
able to a tap down froot a hljgh place, aad ataad 
there beaide thee, on thy padaatal of ahane» yet 
batter were it ao, than to hide a guilty heart 
through life. What oaa thy aileace do for him, 
except it tempt hia—yea, ooapel him, aa it were— 
to add hypooriay to aia? Heaven hath granted 
thee aa open igaooiay, that thereby thou saya at 
work out aa ope a trlu&ph over the evil within 
thee, a ad tha aorrow without. Take heed how thou 
dealest to hia—who, perohaaoe, hath aot the cour­
age to graap It for hlaaelf—the bitter, but whole-
aoiae, oup that la aow preaaatad to thy llpal" 
%e young paator*a voice waa tretauloualy sweet, 
rloh, deep, aad broken, The feeling that it a® 
evidently aaalfeated, rather than the direct 
purport of the worda, caused it to vibrate within 
all hearts, a ad brought the liateaera iato oaa 
aooord of aympathy. Ivea the poor baby, at Heater'a 
boaoc, waa affected by the mm* iafl ueaoa; for it 
directed ita hitherto vacaat gaze towarda Mr. 
Disuse ada la, aad held up ita little arma, with a 
half-pleased, half-plaiatlve aurmur. 
....Heater ahook her head.2* 
The Reveread Wilaoa cries out to her to 
1. Hawthorae, op.elt. ,p«125. 
2. Ibid., p.124. 
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"Speak out the naae! That, and thy repentaace, 
say avail to take the scarlet letter off thy 
breast." 
"lever!" replied Heater Pry one, looking, aot at 
Mr. Wilson, but iato the deep and troubled eyes 
of the younger clergyman. "It is too deeply breaded* 
Ye cannot take It off. And would that I might en­
dure liia agsay, as well as alas!" 
"Speak woaon!" said another voice, ooldly and 
sternly, proceeding froa the crowd about the 
seaffold. "Speak and give thy ehild a father!" 
"I will not epeek!" answered Heater, turning 
pale as death, but responding to Ma voice, which 
she too surely reeogniaed. "And my child must seek 
a heavenly father; ahe ahell never kao® an earthly 
onel" 
"She will not speak!" murmured Mr. Plmeadale, 
who, leaning over the be loony, with his hand oa 
his heart, had awaited the result of his appeal. 
He now drew baek with a long respiration. "Woa-
derous strength and generosity of a woiaaa'a heart! 
She will not apeak!"** 
After a verbose sermon by Br. Wilson, of which Hester is the 
text, she is led, in a ha If-f readied state of nervous excite­
ment, back to the priaoa and the oak sad iron door closed 
behind her like the curtain falling oa the end of the act. 
Before we suaaiarlze this first scene as a whole let 
us take a closer look at the action that has most recently 
transpired. *?e are introduced to a third character who, 
beoause of the extent to which Hawthorne deals with faiia, we 
know to be also intimately concerned with the situation. 
Again Hawthorne describes appearance before he allows the 
character to coaa to life and reveal himself in action. 
1. Hawthorne, op.olt. p.124. 
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Ho had 
....ooma fro® one of the great English univer­
sities, bringing ail the learning of ths age 
into our wild forest-land. His eloqueenoe and 
religious fervor had already given tha earnest 
of high eminence in Ms profession. He waa a 
person of vary striking aspect, with a white, 
lofty, anfl impeding brow, large, brown, melan-
oholy ayes, and a aouth whieh, unless irhen ha 
forcibly oppressed it, was «p t to be tremulous, 
expressing both nervous sensibility and a vast 
power of self-restraint. Hot withstanding his 
hlfh native nifts and seholsr-liks attainments, 
there was an air about this younp ainister,— 
an apprehensive, a startled, a half-frightened 
look,— as of a being who fait himself quite 
a a tray and «t a loss in the pathway of hu&an 
existence, and oould only be at ease in sow 
seclusion of his own.1* 
Hawthorne points out hi a religioua fervor and his deep intro­
version, his nervous sensibility, but ?ast power of restraint. 
Again tha physical description tallies; tha deep brovm eyas, 
tha treauloua lips, tha iapanf.iaf brow emphasise each basis 
trait of his ohoraoter in turn. But even whan Arthur speaks, 
whan ha coses to life, ha does not seem to possess tha polg-
nanoy of felt life that Hester and tha stranger do basauss 
we do not fsel that he is intimately involved in tha situation, 
th$t ha is speaking and acting from tins depth of his heart, 
whaa wa kno*, howtver, that Arthur ^insesdale is ths long-
sought father of Aster's ohild, he ooae to life for we sea 
him in reference to the situation. Then we feel tha great 
depth of his anguish when he pleads with Hester to speak, for 
1. Hawthorne, og. olt.. p.123. 
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faer silence can only tvapt hit, and lie does not have the 
courage to apeak for himself. la addition the draaeti© 
irony of the situation intensifies our feeling. True, there 
are hiats at Arthur's involvement ia the situation; in the 
first place, from the very amount of detail that Hawthorne 
uses to present hl«, and from the guarded pleas to Hester 
in his speech, and finally fro a Ms fi aal relief when she 
will aot reveal hia. Most overtly we see it as the tiny 
baby reaches out her anas to hin and though Hawthorne covers 
the aot by appealing to the power of Arthur's speech the de­
vice rerasina as an example of Hawthorne's use of Mat and 
association ia its aosfc barren and glaring state. - Such a 
glaring lack of subtlety in this one case, however, does 
serve to illustrate his a ore successful u«e of the sense de­
vices. The method remains the same but when successfully 
used it is more subtle and oontalns aore depths of saeanlngs. 
finally we must mention that the last actio a of this 
first scene is a nest epitome in action of the basic situ­
ation as it affects the three people most intisately involved, 
Hester will aot speak, the stranger does aot know the answer 
to Mr, Wilson's question anfi, in his weakness, Arthur oan 
only feel relief that his secret is safe. 
* » • # 
We have presented these first few chapters of The 
Scarlet letter in considerable detsll. fe have, In fact, 
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strayed from a atriot exaainetion of the structure la order 
to ehow pmay (oertalaly aot all) of the ways la whioh 
Hawthorne presents bis a itueti on and develops his story. 
Wa have found that auoh aa axaainatioa, even of the first 
faw pages, leads ua iato a great intrloaoy of thought and 
eaotlon. Wa have fait it aaoaaaary to explore this intri-
oaoy of datail for we oannot truly underataad the full aeaning 
of the story uatil wa aaa the depths of aeeniag that 11a 
uadar it. Each of our digressions, therefore, has been 
made in ordar to point oaa of HawthoraeU aathods of oraa* 
ting and integrating these underlying subtleties. Our 
purpose in this thesis, than, is to praseat a particular 
approaoh to the structural fora that will aid the reader to 
see that structural form aore el early and to aid hi* la 
seeing the revelanoe and extreae i&portaaoe of the intrioa-
ales that underlie. W# have now enough evldeaoe in head 
to praseat our partioular approaoh. 
We have noted that Hawthorae*s oharaoters are not 
the saas as the oharaoters we find la the modern novel. They 
have ao breadth of personality, they are not rounded indi­
viduals. We must reaedber, however, that Hester, Arthur aad 
the stranger eould be no different for they ere latiaately 
aad ooapletely Involved in a situation that they must fees 
with a supreme effort of their entire being. All aea, 
under auoh conditions, fall baolc upon the prlaal aad es­
sential traits of their oharaoters for in these traits lies 
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thair deepest trust in themselves. %en we observe people 
acting under such duress we see re reeled their permanent 
moral dispositions end tendencies, thslr essential tone end 
sentiment. We ordinarily enoounter sueh chnraotera in the 
drama, tor the short running length of the drama demands 
euoh intense involvement in order to achieve magnitude of 
theme and for the purely practise! reason that tile drama 
does not provide the physical spaoe for the expansion of 
oharaoter. We find Hawthorne using, in a novel, the type 
of eharaoter that ordinarily we would find only in the 
drama. But the parallela between The Searlet tetter and the 
drama do not end here. Bawthorne*s scenes are bare like 
those of the llizabethan or the Claasieel stage* Again 
Hawthorne is primarily oonoerned with the essential truth 
of eharaoter that lies under appearance. ffs do not see the 
superficial aapeot of Puritan society but the easentiel tone 
and sentiment that lies under all appearanoes. 
Then Hawthorne places Raster Frynne upon a platform, 
a virtual stage on whioh to aet out her drams. Above her 
is the Elizabethan baloony and before her, on a lower level, 
stands the ehorue of women of the town who eomment on the 
aetion and thus reveal the nature of the community they rep~ 
reaent. "-'e might even visualise their comments ss a 
strophe of condemnation of Hester and an anti-strophe of 
pity for her plight. 
In this oonnsction we know that the novelist 
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instinctively sees the chief turns and phases 
of liia at dry expressed la the form of a tiling 
acted where narrative ceases and a direct ll#t 
fa lie upon Ma paopla and their doings. It muat 
be so, for it is the sharpest affeet within his 
range| and the story muat naturally have the 
benefit of it, whenever the aphasia is to fall 
moat strongly, fo the scene, therefore, all 
other effeots will appear to he subordinated in 
general} and the placing of the aoenes in the 
atoxy will be the prime concern.* 
This is true of every novelist but in the case of Hawthorne 
and the Soarlet letter we find the truth of the statement 
intensified. Hawthorne does not use an abundance of notion 
and this faot alone intensifies the impact and importance 
of the aotion that he does present. In addition, he so 
carefully and intricately prepares for each action that 
the intensity of the action rises to an extreme pitch, a 
pitch that is difficult to attain even in the drama. laoh 
word, each gesture, each movement holds a world of meaning. 
The primary purpose of our firat chapter has been 
to abow how and why Hawthorne's action rises to such in­
tensity and to show in some detail how the narrative is 
subservient to the sction. In short, we have attempted to 
prove that Hawthorne'a primary structural el ement is his 
aotion and that if we read with this in mind we will fin# 
it a definite aid to our understanding and appreciation of 
the novel. Let ua susjaarize, then, what we have found in 
order to see how our theory holds in actual reading. 
1. Percy Lubbook, The Craft of Fiction (London: 
Jonathan Gapa, 1921.), p. 267. 
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Hawthorne began by placing a scene before oar eyee, 
a social eoeae, a picture of the people of a coakounity, 
people trapped la one ooaaualty action. But before he 
allowed thle scene to ooiae to life he carefully prepared 
He for the aotloa to follow. Thle aeeae ooaelated of oae 
building with a throng of people ataadlag before it, but 
lastead of filling in the details of the pioture aa pre­
paration for the action, Hawthorne ohose to uae only a few 
outstanding cteraotcrlstles that would convey to us, not 
the whole flow of coas&unlty life, but the essential and 
underlying moral tone and sentiment of the society. He is 
not so aueh aonoeraed with the fast that these people 
hanged witohes and whipped their bond-servants (although 
he j&entloas these things in order to add life to his por­
trayal) as he ie with the essential nature and eharaoter 
of the people viho perpetuate suoh action. Be finda two 
essential elements in thsir oharaotera that contribute the 
mmt to aefcing theft what they are,—an old Anglo-Saxon 
coarae and hard virility that is tampered and direoted by a 
harsh and completely revered coabination of aplritual and 
temporal law. 
the few outstanding characteristics which Hawthorne 
chooses to portray aueh a aoolety evoke a feeling of 
aoatberness and severity, of the starvation of all else to 
the benefit of this law. The very words he uses, in them­
selves, echo and add to the impression evoked and yet are 
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floxible enough to o»wr both of the eesentlel elevents In 
the Puritan character. Thus Hawthorne evokes the emotional 
feeling that we would have if we were present in the sooiety 
and at the sane tiae gives as sane understanding of why we 
have this particular reaction. However, if Hawthorne were 
to leave it at this the sootlonal stream would have a lard 
tiae of it, and beoone submerged under the intellectual level 
that he has provided to give depth to the story. He has 
restored the emotional level to pre-eatl nonce by placing a 
group of these people before as end allowing us to see the& 
in action. The result is that the reader observes these 
people with the seas intensity of attention that one mani­
fests on any particularly interesting person whoa one hss 
heard a great deal about and whoa one is meeting for the first 
tlAS. 
There is one other important element that aids to 
pack and intensify the action that we will do well to 
mention. It ia Hawthorne's use of irony. We have already 
noted the dranatio irony in the scene between Hester and 
Arthur, but another example «dll help us to see the great 
extent to which Hawthorne uses the devloe* After he has 
carefully cast doubt on the untainted rightolousneas of the 
Puritan law by his reference to the prosecution of the 
"ssinted* Anne Hutchinson and In the inference embodied in 
the prison, the biaofe flower and the beadle hs Ironically 
has a mouther of the chorus of woaen says 
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feed all of theae feelings intensified by Hawthorn#*s 
use of irony ao that when the drama oa the stage/scaffold 
unfold a It Is loaded with poignancy and Intensity of meaning* 
Finally, Hawthorns is not conte&t to let the situation 
apeak far itaelf on the level of Ideal truth, la must en-
large on the universal implications of these particular peo­
ple trapped In this particular situation by siaans of the 
device of association. Thua he underlines and expands the 
ambiguity of Heater'a position as an outcast froa society,— 
her revolt against the society that has cast her out and her 
great need for reconciliation in ord*r to become truly a 
wonan in the full sense of the word. At the same tiiaa he 
joints the intricate confusicm of *?ood and evil, the beauti­
ful and the ugly that ia iahereatia the situation, fhua he 
has adopted a situation that has intensity in itself because 
it ae&ands the utmost of huaan strength end huoan character 
froa the participants and he adds to the intensity and mag­
nitude by symbol and association while at the saiae time he 
roots the action in society and oasts it ona universal scale. 
Despite this, however, there have been strong objections to 
Hawthorne*s method because, 
In the light of a full understanding of the role of 
the realistic novelist, moat critic*, in regretting 
that Hawthorne was not a Fielding or a Balzac, have 
believed that he failed to come to gripe with the 
life of his rge by not portraying auoh concrete facta 
aa he encountered as an inspector of the docks. 
But is his art was to fulfill it a function by re-
ualnlng true to what his deepest intuitions had 
known there must inevitably have been woven into 
the texture of hie style aoae thinness and bleak­
ness , the o one«. queue es of the long domination of 
furiten thought, end the leek of feverish eotivlty 
of Aaerioe uro ..ad hia, there we a not the aooial 
aolidity that Fielding knew or the tuiaifold greda-
tiona between closoes that Balzac could analyse. 
The frequent disproportion between tbo weight of 
whet Hawthorne wanted to oey end the flimeiness 
of the vehicle he cou 16 devise to oarry it aag??«sts 
the im tar* of the p rob lea to be set by © man of 
his t.ia® *ho we a not can teat with to tela® over 
conclusions from Kurope, but vsee determined to 
graap the usebla truth, the eatue 1 aeuning of oivi-
lizetion as it had existed in America. What Kliot 
sailed Hawthorne*8 *r«alisja* could not dsp««d on 
e notation of rioh surface details; its very star­
vation mode it a truer facing of the tragedy of 
provincial H«w fag lend.** 
In The Scarlet tetter Hawthorne found a vehicle of the neces­
sary magnitude but in order to invest that vehicle with depth 
and ,e&ain^. he, of necessity, forsooi; richness of surface 
detail for richness of symbol, association and innuendo. 
fhen to preserve the illusion of felt life he heightened end 
intensified the aoti^u end b or TO wed the bere stage of the 
Eliasbethan end olassieel ore;,*, thus enshesislag both the 
inherent aegaitude and intensity of the story and the bare­
ness and bleelcness of provincial Hew England society. 
1. f'etthieason, op.c l t . ,  p .439  
CHAPTER II 
'71th our close excusing tion of the first scene la aind 
and with an eye particularly to Hawthorne's method of build­
ing structural form we caa go oa to examine the use of hi a 
chief structure! element, the action presented as oa a stage. 
'% will, however, take an occasional ©id« glance to note how 
the othe- eleaento aid to establish mgaittide end intensity. 
~?a have found that the be ginning of Hawthorn* *a atory 
brought together all of the essential char&otera (Hester, 
Arthur, the stranger and little Pearl) on the stage/scaffold 
ia the Rflrket-plece. Ta aha 11 find that the central and 
essential turn {middle) of the story will return all of thea 
to this 8t*<f?e, sa will the final denouement or end, while less 
important but essential turna will also he prtsented la tha 
for a of something acted only on a smaller atare and generally 
iavolria# fewer characters. 
Our second chapter will deal with the second scene oa 
tha scaffold plus the narrative and lesser actions that pre­
pare for that aceae. Since the purpose of our thesis is to 
approach the structural form we will be primarily concerned 
with the actions and how each adds to the development of tha 
atory or plot. Slnoe this, by no yearns, can give anything 
Ilk:® a complete picture of the novel «* have felt it neces­
sary to treat the firat scene in considers tie detail so that 
we can preser^a aoae idea of the whole, of which the action 
is only a part, even if the essential part. 
Hawthorne ha a accomplished a great deal in hi# open­
ing scene, one of the aost oote ble things being the o nape teat 
background, as en integral pert of the story. He has, it ia 
true, used the equivalent of a chorus but that chorus plays 
an important pert in the course of the action. tie has not 
needed to call in a Bernard and a Francisoc who have no part 
ia the situation. There are, howsp/er, ® £©« eloaents of the 
situation that need more clarified tion,—particularly the 
past history of Heater and her husband uad the reasons for 
the stranger*0 overly eaphatlo statement that the father of 
the child will be fcnosm. To fill these holes and set the 
plot ia aotlon ffewthorae follows the opening aceae with an­
other, lesser scene that takes place inside tfee prison. 
Affcar Heater*a retura to the prison both she and the 
b«»by were in a state of extrene nervous excitement as a re­
sult of their ordeal. The jeiler saw fit to introduce a 
physician as the only .possible aeana of quelling her frenzied 
la aubord ina11on. 
Closely following the Ja .il&r into the clausal 
apartment appeared that individual, of singular 
aspect, whose presence in the crowd hrd been of 
a-uoh deep interest to the wearer of the scarlet 
letter. Re was lodged in the prison, aot as 
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suspeoted of any offence, bat as the nont con­
venient end suitable a ode of dis osing of him 
until the magistrates should have conferred with 
til9 Indian sagamores respecting his renao&. 
His name wbb announced ©a Bogtir Ohllliagworth. 
Ihe jailer, after ushering hl» into the room, 
regained a absent, siarvelling at the cooperative 
quiet thet fallowed hi a entrance; for Heater 
rynae had io&ediately become us still as death 
although the child continued to aoan.l* 
The p yeicisn ©dainiatera a potion that qu ie ta the be by end 
then do®» the sea® for Heater, who fears that he wishes to 
take his re wage on her. However, he reassure* her. 
MWe have wronged eeoh other,* answered he. 
"Mine was the first wrong, when I betrayed thy 
budding youth into a false and unnatural re­
lation with sty decay. Therefore, es a aan who 
he a not thought and philosophised in vein, 1 
seek no venfzanee, plot no evilegalnafc thee. 
Between thee and me, the scale hangs fairly 
balanced. But, Heater, the nan lives who has 
wronged us both! ifho la he?** 
••Ask ae not!*' replied Heater Prynne, look­
ing fi"rnly into his face. ''The t thou aha It 
never knowlH 
w?fever, sayeat thou?" rejoined he, with a 
sails of dark and self-raiding intelligence...* 
I shall seek this san, as 1 have aou -ht truth 
in booksj as I have sought gold in alcheay. 
There is a sympathy that will sake £i@ conscious 
of hi®. 1 shell see hita tremble. 1 shall see 
rayaelf shu ;der suddenly and unawares. Sooner 
or later, he auat n ads be Mine J 
"Yet fear not for hiat Think not that A shall 
interfere with Heaven's own method of retribution 
or, to «ay own loss, betray him to the grip# of 
human law. neither do thou iiaaglae that 1 shall 
oontriva aught against his life; no, nor against 
his fane, if, as 1 judge, he be a man of fair 
repute. Let him lire! Let hi a hide hiaaelf in 
outward honor, if he say! Not the less he aba 11 
be fttinelM3. 
1. Hawthorne, od. git.,pp.125*6. 
2. Ibid.,p.128. 
3- SH..PP. 12-8-9. 
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But Boger -Chilliagworth mm% do his work In secret; he in­
sists that Heater mist aevar reveal his true identity. 
"It say be he ©xplaiaed because I -will 
not eaaooater the diaboaor that be nisi re he e the 
husb&nd of a faitfaltsg wasaa. It may he far 
otter reaaoaa* la&Ufp, it la ay pur ;o«e to 
live sad die uokaowa. Let, therefore, thy 
husbaaa be to the world as an® already dead, oad 
of whoa ao tldiags shall ever ooia®. Eeoogaia# 
xae aot, by ward, lay sign, by look I Breath® not 
the secret, above ail, to the nan t ou wotttst 
of. Shouldst fcftoa fail m ia this, bewareS 
His fw*f hia potiltloa, hie life will be ia my 
ha nda • Sewer el* 
"1 wl 11 fcee;-. t,ny secret, as I have his ,** 
aeid Heater, 
"Swear itt* rejoiaed he# 
And she took th® oeth.1,  
Hester i n  sti"1 too atuaaed by her exparieace t© take 
•ay cognizance of the Implies tioaa of her oatto, end la addi­
tion the fesla that she is now free, ion® with any sorei 
respoaaibility to others. This is ao ooaeera of here. The 
leeoh, ©a the other hand, has voluatarily takes a new aeae, 
renounced sacral reaf  on* i ti11ty, ell duty to others or to hia 
community, in order to devote hiiaself entirely to oae purpose, 
that of he lag Jo&g®, jury sad executioaer for the parasour 
of Heater Pryaae. it Is a supreme act of huaan pride. la 
tli® alas&ieal d rasa it would, be sn aot of hyhrla that oould 
lead oaly to ue&tructloa. 
Heater is s;>oa released fr~%x h«r ooafiaeaeat sad 
goes with her little daughter to t&kn ap a solitary life la 
a saall c&bin apart troe, the settisaeat. Roger Ohilliagworth 
1. Hewthorae, 0£. olt.. p»l£9* 
find® a r<saidenaa In ti<» hoia® of the ymag sinister, who 
t'ivafl aloaa and had toom far a coapaaloa, who w#® virtually 
the only ma Soger Will ling-worth oould term an Intellectual 
equal and who, bwoause of hiss failing health, was such ia 
need of the servioea of a physiolaa« 
ifaa life of the oosy&unity returns to its normal oouraa 
and it is severe 1 years before thara is any farther oontaot, 
other than & glanoe on the afcreet, between Hester and the two 
man that have played suoh an important part la h«r life. 
However, egs 1 ittla Pearl is approaching tha e^e at wMeh all 
little Puritaa shildrtn ar« being instructed la the Cateohisa 
there arisen soiaa question aaomg tha ©egistratea as to whe­
ther aha should b© allowed to remain v.-ith her ©other. Soaa 
word of this, of oouraa, reaches Heater and ah® being of the 
oheraotar and taaparanant we have observed determines to go 
immediate!.»• to the governor hiasalf to plead her eaae. Sha 
find a him with the Reverend Arthur Dlaaasdale and 
tha old physician. Governor Be 11 Ingham ooae to tha point 
almost lit onoa. 
"Master Frynne," said he, fixing his naturally 
a tarn regard, on the wearer of tha scarlet letter, 
Mthara hath bean mioh qus«tion eonoarniag the® of 
l#ta« fhe point hath been waighily dissaussed, 
whether we, thbt ere of authority ©o6 influenoe, 
do well diaohfiriie our conscience a by trusting an 
leif&ortal soul, suoh as there is in yonder ohild , 
to tha guidance of one who has stuabled and fallen, 
©Hid the pitfall of this world. Spaek thou, the 
ohild*3 own aotherl v*ere it not, t itikest thou, 
for thy little one * a temporal and eternal v.el fur a 
that aha be taken oat of thy oherr* and olad 
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soberly, and disciplined strictly, end Instructed 
la the truths of heaven and earth? 'Yhafc oaaat 
thou do for the child, In this kind?"!. 
Heater pleads that she can teach iittl® Pearl whet ah® has 
learned from the scarlet letters 
'•....this badge hath taught iae—it daily teaches 
ae—it ia teaching ae at this »oaeut--leaeon8 
whereof ay child say be wiuer end better, albeit 
they o«n profit nothing to tayaelf.w«. 
aevcrthelees, the magiairatea deem it necessary to examine 
Pearl la order to determine her knowledge of Pari tea doctrine 
b-t a,he, tenia® aa unpredictable a ad capricious child, refuses 
to speak and. when she does she gives aa ungracious and fan­
ciful answer that spalls the quest!oners. The answer comes 
not from say ignorance on the part of the child but from 
her miaofelevousaesis. 
Despite her distress Heater is diverted and startled 
by the appearance of the physician for 
a change had coat over hie feature©how sauoh 
uglier they were,—how hi» dark complexion teemed 
to have (grown duskier, and his figure more mis­
shapen,—since the days nhen ate h»d familiarly 
known hia. She met hie eyes for an instant but 
was immediately constrained to give all her 
attention to the uceue now gaing foreward.3* 
The Governor, recovering from his astonishment at Pearl*® 
answer, feels that no further inquiry need be cssde; the child. 
aunt be rescued frar. Satan at once. Hester, hoover, eiaapa 
the child in her arms Mid defiantly faces the magistrate a. 
1. Hawthorne, op.pit.,pp.l4o-9. 
Ibid.., p. 149* 
3. Ibid., p.150. 
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"f'Otl i?ave the ohlldtw cried she. "He gave her 
in requital of all tHinga else, wftioh ye have taken 
from ne. 3he is ray ht.ppinessl—aht* Is my torture, 
none the leasi reorl keeps ae here in life I ""earl 
punishes ra« tool See y© not, she io the scarlet 
letter, only capable of being loved end to endowed 
with s million-fold the power of retribution for 
my sin? Ye shall not take harJ I will die first!*1* 
In her desperation she turns to the young pa a tor Dimsioadale 
end demands that h« plead for her* 
"Speak thou for aei" oried she. "Thou wast ray 
pastor, fend hadat charge of my soul, end knoweafc 
«» better than these men ©en. I will not lose 
the ahild! Speak for ae! Thou icaoweatfor 
thou hast sympathies whioh these aen leak!....2. 
And trie young sinister, at onoe, eomea forward 
....pale, end holding his hand over his heart, 
as \ms his custom whenever hi® peculiarly nervous 
temperament waa tiirowa into agitation. He looked 
now more careworn and emaciated than y «t de­
scribed his at the acene of Hester's ignominy; 
end whether it were his failing health, or whet-
ever the 08use might be, his large dark eyes had 
a world of pain in their troubled and aeieneholy 
depth.3» 
He speaks oa re full/ arid wisely for Heater and with such sin­
cerity thefc he causes the physieian to ro.aa.rks 
wTou apeak, ay friend, with a strange earnestness... w4. 
The minister's pie© follows the ergu.*aents of Hester's out­
burst and 1« suooeasful in winning the fovernor to Center's 
cause, wherewith she leaves the house bat not before e few 
interesting remits are exchanged by Roger Ohllllngworth and 
the Reverend "'lison. 
1. Hawthorne, op.olt.,p.150. 
2. loe.cit. 
3. ibid.,pp.150—1. 
^ ^ i t f *  »  P •  1 5 1 .  
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"A straare child I* remarked old Roger Ckilling-
worth . "It la «ft»y to see the .^other's pert ia 
her. Would it be beyond a philosopher's reach, 
think ye, geatlnasa, to analyze the child's 
nature, sad, fross its aake ana aould to give a 
shrewd guess st the father?" 
*l?ay; it would be sinful, in suoh a Question, 
to follow the clue of prof®ae philosophy,* said 
•?r. Wilson. "Better to feat and prey upon it; ead 
still better, it zwy be, to leave the mystery as 
we find it, unless Providence reveal it of its own 
socord. Thereby, every godd Christian wan h»th « 
title to show ©.father's kindness towards the poor, 
deserted babe.**1" 
Hawthorne h a carefully prepared us for this desperate plea 
on the part of Hester i rynne. Almost three years have passed 
since the day Hester a tood on the scaffold in the market 
place, a saall baby ia her eraa. Hawthorne has devoted two 
narrative chapters to these three years ia the life of Hes­
ter Pryaae. She has lived alone end yet in daily intercourse 
with the people of Boston; wrestling constantly with the 
ambiguity of her position in relation to that eowaunlty. At 
the suae time she is rearing a child to take s piece someday 
ss a member of society. This fact greatly intensifies the 
dilemma inherent in Hester's own position. 
then, she •••<>&n supported by the unnatural tension 
of her nerves, end hy #11 the combative energy of 
her character, which enabled her to convert the 
scene Into a kind of lurid triusph. It was, more­
over, a separate end insulated event, to occur but 
once in her lifetime, end to meet which, therefore, 
reoklees of econorsy, she might cell up the vital 
strength that would have sufficed for jasny quiet 
years. The very lew that condemned her— a giant 
of stern features but «dth a vigor to support, ss 
well as to annihilate, in his Iron ana—h&d held 
1. Hawthorne, o&. clt.,p.l52. 
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her up through the terrible ordeal of her igno­
miny. But now, with this unattended walk from 
her |>rl«oa door, began the daily euetoa; end she 
aust either sustain and carry it forward by the 
ordinary res -tiroes of her nature or sink beneath 
it. 3he could no longer borrow trim the future 
to help her through t he present grief. Tomorrow wo 
would bring its own trial with it; so would the 
next day, and no would the next; each its own 
trial, and yet the very sane that ms aoa so un­
utterably freivoua to be borne. The days of the 
far-off future would toil onward, «till with the 
seme burden for her to take up end bear along with 
her , bat never to fling do**a; for the accumulating 
days and added years, would pile up their aiaerjr 
upon t£i« heap of shame, fhrouj^out the® ell, 
giving up h«r individuality, she would become the 
general eyabo'l at which the preacher ®nd r.oraliat 
flight point, and in which they ciight vivify and 
eabody fcheir iaages of woman's frailty and sinful 
paaaioa. thus the young and pure would be taught 
to look at her, with the scarlet letter flaming 
on her breast,—«t her, the chilt; of honorable 
parents,—at her, the mother of a babe, th«t would 
hereafter be a woiisa,—et her, who had once been 
innocent,—as the figure, the fefedy, the reality 
of aia. And over her grave, the infamy that ahe 
must carry thither would be her only tioaumnt,** 
the ambiguity and the torture of Heater*® position that Haw­
thorne presented by allusion and symbol in the opening acene, 
now becoaee apcoif io in our minds. 3he,Heater Frynne,— 
the daughter of honorable parents, oaoe a functioning member 
of society, the mother of a child mho will fcecosae a woaea,— 
is being a horn of her individuality, ia being destroyed as 
a woman, for only as functioning members of society do we 
exist m individuals, as men and women. Only the native 
strength of her character, that Hawthorne fee® been able to 
make us feel so vividly isteen ©he wae forced to call upon her 
1. Hawthorne, op.clt..p.130. 
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oneneaa of the oM and the new, past and present. Hester 
might, however, follow the course of Anne Hutchinson and 
build a new future, a whole new aoolety upon the a at lone 
of the pee6. A# Anne lied founded a new a act upon her aat of 
dlsssnt, her arias, so aighfc Hester 
....have ooae down to us la history, head ia head 
with Anne Butohinson, as the foundress of a 
religious seet. ®he night, ia one of her phases, 
have beta a prophetess. AM night, end not im­
probably would, have suffered death from the 
stera tribunals of tne period, for attempting 
to uader&lne the foundations of the puritan es­
tablishment. But, in the sduoetion of her ehlld, 
the i»other*a snthuslaaa of thought had something 
to wreak itself upsm.1 
In addition. Heater discerns. It my be, the hopelessness 
of suah a task. 
As a first step, the whole system of aoolety is 
to be torn down, and built up anew, then, the 
very nature of the opposite six, or its long he­
reditary habit, wfcloh has beaoae like nature, Is 
to be essentially modified, before woaan oen be 
allowed to assuae what aeeas a fair ead suitable 
position. Finally, all other diffiouitlea being 
obviated, woaan cannot take advantage of these 
preliminary reforms, until she herself shall have 
undergone a still mightier ahaage; in which, 
perhaps, the ethereal essence, wherein she has 
her truest life, will be found to have evaporated. 
A wo&an never oversoates these problems by any 
exeroiss of thought* They are not to be solved, 
or only in one way. If her heart ahanoe to a one 
uppermoat, they vanish. Thus, Heater Fryone, 
whose heart had lost Its regular and healthy throb, 
wandered without a olew in the dark labyrinth of 
her Hinds now turned aside by an insurmountable 
prealploe; now starting beak from a deep ohasa. 
There waa wild and gnastly soenery all around her, 
and a home and comfort nowhere.2 
1. Hawthorne, op. ait.,pp. 181-2. 
2. Ibid., p. itT. 
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am now Hester i»mJ»w begins to realise that any future , 
any re&e&ptlon, any rebirth most be built torturously m the 
past. 
H#r sin, her ignominy were the roots which aha 
had struck Into tha soli* It was as If a new 
birth, with stranger assimilations than the first, 
hat o on verted the forest-land, still so uncon­
genial to every other pilgrim and wanderer, into 
Hester*s w& Id and dreary, but life-long fcoeie.... 
the chain that bound her here was of iron links, 
and galling to bar inmost soul, but could never 
be broken.1 
fhe theme of the preaeatneas of the past, a hint planted 
In the first scene, mill mm be worked out on the vivid level 
of hucusn involvement as an integral part of the story. 
Hester is too strong to be thrust Into nothingness 
by her society and she finds an occupational gap in Boston 
that she fills with her needlework. She sought to acquire 
only subsistence for herself end. a simple abundance for her 
daughter but there was work enough to keep her busy* 
In this otenner, las tar Prynas cane to have 
a fart to perforn in the world, with her native 
energy of oharaotsr, and rare capacity, It could 
not entirely cast her off, although, it bad sat 
a gt&rk upon her, aore Intolerable to a tuonan's 
heart than that which branded the brow of Cain. In 
all her intercourse with society, however, thar# 
mas nothing that made her feel as if she belonged 
to it. Svery gesture, every word, and even tha 
silence of those with thou she came In contact, 
implied and after expressed, that whe was banished, 
and as much a lone as If she Inhabited another 
sphere, or communicated with the nature by 
other organs and senses than the rest of human 
kind. She stood apart froa «oral interests, yet 
close beside them, like a ghost that revisits the 
farailiar fireside, and can no longer make Itself 
seen or fa Its no wrt sails with the house-hold 
1. Hawthorne, 0£. olt.. p. 131* 
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Joy, aor caourn with the idLndred sorrow; or, 
should It succeed In faani fas ting its forbiddsn 
sympathy, a wa Ironing oaly terror aad horrible 
repunnanoe.l 
Bother la her mind and la her daily latercourae with society 
the pain of Hester's aabiguoua position grows ia latenslty 
instead of being diminished by tlaie. There is one other 
thing too that sots and resets upon Heater »nd that is little 
^earl. Petri is the living sjrabol of ell that sears Hester's 
heart* Here is a living realnder,—a reminder aet and lived 
ad th every sioaeat of every day—a reminder of the scarlet 
letter. Pearl is 
....the scarlet letter ia another form; the 
scarlet letter endowed with lifel The mother 
herself—as if the red ignominy were so deeply 
soorched into her bra a that all her conceptions 
assumed Its forts—had oarefally wrought out the 
similitude, lavishing may hours of morbid in­
genuity, to oreate an analogy between the object 
of her affection and cable® of her guilt and tor­
ture. But, ia truth Fearl waa the one, as well 
as the other; and only in consequence of that 
identity had Beater contrived to perfectly rep­
resent the scarlet letter la her appearance.2 
But Pearl la store than this to her mother for she 
is a wild and capricious child, completely unamenable to 
rules. It seemed to Hester that her own 
impassioned state had been the stadium through 
which were transmitted to the unborn Infant 
the rays of its moral life; and, however trfiite 
and clear originally, they had taken the deep 
steins of crimson end gold, (he fiery lustre, 
the black shadow end the unteapered light of the 
intervening substance. Above all, the warfare of Hes­
ter's spirit, at that epoch was perpetuated in Pearl.3 
1. Hawthorne, op. git., p. 133. 
2. Ibid., pp. IT3-4. 
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Hawthorne i» qaick to associate this eleaeat of lawlessness 
with the Ha tar# of the forest and the v&ld rose* Pearl 
has a wild-flower prettlness, she is a bird of scarlet 
plumage, a sea bird ready for flight* Hester is able to 
find ia Pearl a manifestation for all her torment, ail her 
feers and jet, 
%d# as a direct consequence of the sin which 
aan had thus punished, had given her a lovely 
child, >&ose plaee was on the saee dishonored 
boson, to connect her parent for ever with the 
race and descent at laortals, and to he finally 
a blessed soul in Heaven** 
Thus, before Heater ever cries out the anguished 
words: *8he is ay happiness!—she is ay torture none the 
lesst*.*T<a shalt not tales her! X will die first:" we know 
that it is learl who keeps her ia life, for Pearl embodies 
in the living for a of a daughter all of the anguish of 
Hester's enigmatic position an* at the sane time Pearl is 
her one iatiaate contact; she is a daughter a mi Hi on-fold. 
Hester*s visit to the hatae of the Governor has put 
into draaatic form the results of three years of torsent 
on the aind of Hester ?rynne. three years of ignosaiay have 
failed to dull the sharpness of her passion and her pride* 
She is riot broken and yet she is no nearer t reconciliation 
with her society, with her own deepest prompting® than she 
was the day she looked around at Her townspeople with a 
haughty mile. But Hawthorne*s dramatic scenes do more than 
vivify vtiat feis narrative has established, for it is by 
1. Hawthorne, tjj3. olt., p. 136* 
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8nfl has brought our attention to the intense and horrible 
relation between the physician and the mini star who art 
living together under the ssiae roof. The next natural a tap 
for Hawthorns to taite is to expand on this relationship 
between tha two, and this is exactly what ha doss. Tha old 
physician had taken tn affinity to the young nan and de­
termined that if It ware within his power he oertalnly would 
do all that ha oould to aire the ainlster's bodily affliotion. 
Thus Roger Gbilllagworth scrutinized his 
patient carefully, both as he saw him in his 
ordinary life, keeping an aoeoustafted pathway in 
the range of thou# t» f ami liar to him, and as he 
appeared when thrown amidst other aor&l aoenery, 
the novelty of aiiloh sight oall out something 
new to the surface of his character. He deeaed 
It essential, it would seea, to know the man, 
before attempting to do him good, therever 
there is a heart and an intellect, the diseases 
of tha physical frame are tinged *<dth the pe­
culiarities of these* In Arthur Moaesdsle, 
thought and imagination were so active, and 
sensibility so intense, that the bodily infir­
mity would be likely to have its groundwork there.1 
As tiae went on 
a kind of intlaaey, as we have said, grew up 
between these two cultivated alnds, wfeioh had as 
wide s field as the whole sphere of human thought 
end study, to aeet upon; they discussed every 
topic of ethics end religion, of public effairs 
and private character; they talked much on both 
sides, of matters that seemed personal to theft-
selves; *nd yet no secret, such mm tha physioian 
fancied oust exist there, ever stole out of the 
minister's consciousness into his companion's ear. 
the latter had his suspicions, indeed, that even 
the nature of Mr* Dlnsesdale's bodily disease had 
never fairly been revealed to hla. It was a 
strange reserve!2 
1. Hawthorne, o£. oit., p. 157. 
2. lOQ. Pit. 
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for mut of the people of Boston the advent of the 
physician seeaed a blessing in the forn of tt stroke of 
Alalghty aid to their beloved peetor. %ey looked with hope 
a ad confidence upon the SI m friendship that was growing 
up between the two ma. there were others, however, who, 
seeing that Mr. Sleuaeadale showed no indications of re tarn lag 
to health, and being of a more superstitious nature, took 
another view of the situation. 
To sum up the setter, it grew to be a widely 
diffused opinion, that the Beverend Arthur Bla-
aesdale, like many other personages of eapecial 
eanotity, in all ages of the Christian world, 
wea haunted either by Satan hiaaelf, or Satan*a 
eeiiasary, in the guise of old Roger Chilling worth. 
this diabolioal agent had the divine permission, 
for a season, to burrow into the clergy sen's 
intimacy, and plot against his soul, fto sensible 
ma, it was oonfeased, could doubt on whiah side 
the victory would turn.1 
Hawthorne does not say that we should give particular 
oredenae to either of theae theories. Neither may be 
literally true but both oontain truth on other levela. The 
physician waa, for inatanoe, begin Mag to resemble a fiend 
through his uaAersioa in Ida aeeroh. 
He had begun an investigation, as he imagined, 
with the severe and equal integrity of a judge, 
deairoua only of truth, even as if the question 
Involved no more than the air-drawn lines aai 
figures of a geometrical problem, Instead of 
huaaa paasions, and wrongs inflicted on hi«~ 
self. But, as he proceeded, a terrible fasei-
aatlon, & kind of fierce, though still cala, 
necesalty seised the old man within its gripe, 
and never set hia free agin until he had done all 
its bidding. He now dug into the poor clergyman's 
1. Hawthorne, 0£. alt., p. 159. 
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heart, lliee » raiaer searohiae for golds or, wither, 
like a aextoa delviai? iato « irave, possibly la 
quest of a Jewel that had beea buried oa the 
dead &aa*a booora, but likely to find aothiag 
save mortality aad oorruptioa. Alas for hie 
owa soul, If theae ware what he sought.1 
fkis oh a age la the old j.hyaioiaa &ad the aaguiah 
of the alaiaier are ©overed, revealed aad lateaalfled by 
Bewfchorae*# use of drama Mo iroay. 
It wi Inevitable thfc acme day the .problag tool of 
the jjfeysiaisa and the wound of the sinister ahould mm la 
ooaSsot. when that happeaa, ffawthorae again portrays it la 
the form of aotioa. 
Oae day, at the physician i® re.turaiaa to fc.be house 
with a peculiar bundle of weeds, he fiade the opportunity 
to put his as yet ambryoalo theories to a teat. 
*Where,w asked he, with a look a ekaaoe at thaci,—• 
for it wsa the clerygsiaa'a pnauliurity that he 
aeldoa, aow»a-days, looked straight forth at eny 
object, whether hu®sa or ia« nismte,—* whe r e ,ay 
.kind doctor, did yom gather t ?o ae herb a, with sash 
a dark, flabby le»f?M 
wlv©a in the grevay*rd her® at haad,* answered 
the .phyaloiaa coafciattlas Ms m&lofiimi, "They 
ere aew to me. I found thes growl a#? oa » grata, 
which bore as toabat ,-ae, nor other mm oris! of the 
deed oaa, aave these tttgl$r  weeds, that have taken 
up;>n thae&salvea to keep hla la reaesbraaee• They 
&rew out of his heart, aad typify, it my 'm t  aeaa 
hideoiis saoret that ma burled with hia, tad which 
be had doae better to confess daring hi a lifetime." 
w?@rohaa3e,w said Mr. S>i8ua»ad«l«t "he era«stly 
desired it, but eould a,)t.H 
n/<nd wherefore"?" rajoiaed th® physician. "Where 
fore not; since ell the powers of at tare sell so 
«r»«8tiy for the aaafe salon of sia, that these black 
weeds have opruag up out of a burled heart, to oak a 
issalfaet an una poke a orlm."2* 
1. Hewthorae, o&. alt* p.160. 
2. Ibid.. p.161. 
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Tha aoavarae ticm fcuras oa this thai*, anoh caen ytaiag ptraoaai 
aliasl^as i» his arguments but iisfuisia,g thea carefully 
uader the gaaa ra I thec.e. toy instance, Arthur esvaa rises to 
a fiafeaae of his owa position uadar the guia© of general 
gpaoulfttloa* Speaking of who see fit to hide a greet 
a in he says s 
"Or,—©aa we aat eappotte it legality aa they 
nay be, retaining, a®v«rth«l0#8# a zeal for 
wa glory a ad a«b*« wtlfar®, they shrink from. 
displaying t h eta oa Ives blast tad filthy ia the 
flaw of «@aj because, thence tor  em to  ,  m good 
ma tat mlti«v*d by thsaj ao evil of the past be 
redeemed by butter service. So, to their own 
uattttarstela torment they go t boat aisoag their 
fa llow-orae tares, l©a§£lag ptmm as aew-fallea 
aaow, »hile their hearta ®r« all spsefclsd and 
spotted with iniquity of whloh they osimot rifl 
th#maliraa.wl* 
About this til® their ©oavaraatiaa is interrupted 
maaaatarily at Heater Pryuae aa^i little "Pearl peas over the 
poth that leal® through the graveyard* Pearl is ia ©at of 
her aooda of perversa merrlaeat, She sicips fro® grave to 
grava, till arriviac at ooe broad, flat toiabatoae aha a tops 
to daace aa its surface. la aaawer to Hester's eatress ties 
that she act iaore decorously she amtches awie burr® from 
the hvkv&mk urowiag. nearby an! throws the» at the soar let 
latter, where they el lag tenaciously. Ifoger Chilllafworth 
re&arfes, ea such to ftiasislf aa to hi a coraps nioa, 
wfh®re ia ao law, aor rove re ace for authority, 
ao ragerfi for hueiaa oriiaeaaas or opi&ioaa, mixad 
up with that ohiltf'a e.»;-oaitioa.. *X saw her, 
1. Hawthorn*v £|>. ait. p.170. 
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the other day, bespatter the Qoveraor hi-aself with. 
wti ter ?3t the ci; ttle trough in Spring Lane... 
Hafh she cay discoverable priaoiple of being.?" 
"Won©,—afave the freedosa of a brolsfia law,* 
answered Mr. Dlaaeadale....1* 
Pearl notices tft** two men ataadiag b? the window and threw 
one of her burrs at the olarjryaiaa, who shrank back with ner­
vous dread. **"he four observed e«ch other for a aosient ia 
silence and then Pearl shouted! 
"Coiae awey, motherI Com® aw«y, or yonder ol«? 
Blaok We a will est eh you! He hath pot hold of She 
minister already. Coae away, mother, or he will 
oatah youl But he caanot catoh little Fearl!"2,  
3he skips away leading her mother fey the hand. After their 
departure the physician aaica if the minister believe® that 
Hester f ry ane is less aiaereble for the aoarlet letter on 
her breeat and Arthur BJj&sesda le answers that he is aire that 
she ia. The physician n w turns the conversation to hla 
patieat*s health end oonoludea: 
..a sickness, * sore plaoe, if we may so 
cell it, ia your spirit, h*th lamedlately its 
appropriate manifestation in ?our bodily frame. 
would you, therefore, that your physiolan heal 
the bodily evil? How f&ay this be, unless you 
first lay open to his the wound or trouble in 
your aoul?n 
*tfo!--not to thee t—not to an earthly phy-
sloiaat" oried Mr. Dicuaeadale pa3;-;lom;tely, and 
turning hla eyes full a ad bright, end with a 
kind of fierceness, on old Roger ^hillingworth. 
"Mot to thee J But if It be the ao al* a disease, 
then do 1 ooMiait jay self to the one * hyaioian of 
the soul I He, if it stand with his good pleasure 
can cure; or ha can kill! let his do with ate 
«s, in hie justice and wiadoia, he shall see good. 
1. Hawthorne, op. olt..p.163 
2. i£0. olt.. 
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But who art thou, th^t ffieddleat la this natter?— 
that derea thruut hi/as«lf between the sufferer 
and Ills OodVwl» 
with a frantic gesture he ruahed out of the room. It is sat 
loag, boweirtr, before the young ainioter repeat# of Ms out­
burst sM the friendship is restored, as if the incident 
bad ae'rer occurred. ?he phyaisiaa, however, now sraells hot 
blood and it ia iocu- befare he har*pana into Arthur 01a-
ae«dale*3 rooa when the younp sltrgyfiaii It If lag an a ecsueh 
In a deep sleep. 
The physician advanoed directly ia front of Ms 
patient, laid hia hns<5 upon his ho a or, aaci thrust 
aside the vestiaeat that, hitherto hud alwsys 
oovered even fra» the professional eye. 
•Then, Indeed, Mr. Disausdalt shuddered and 
slightly stirred. 
After a brief pause the physleiiin turned away. 
But -*lth what a wild look of wonder, Joy, nisi 
horrorl filth what a ghastly raptare, ee it were, 
too mighty to be expressed only 'by the eye and 
features, aad therefore bursting forth throat 
the whole ugliness of his figure, and tasking it­
self cvtin riotously manifest by the extravagant 
gesture* with whieh he threw up his tiin towarda 
the celling, a tamped hl3 foot on the floor J 
Had & ana seen old Ho gar -hi llingworth, at thftt 
momof his eestany, he would ha?# had no need 
to ask how 8a tan oonporta himself when a precious 
human aoul la lost to heatea, and won Into hla 
kingdom. 
But what distinguished the physician*® ecstasy 
fro® Satan^s wsa the tralfcw of wonder ia l.tl^* 
?,% h»ve returned to the burdoefc anil the grave yard of 
the opening chapter. Let us pause once egein to note how 
Hawthorne has expanded on his use of symbol and association. 
The maze of a»nbol end association has becoae extremely coetplex. 
1. Itawthorae, op* eIt..pp.164-5. 
2* Ibid , .p.166. 
If it were once poseible to sift this m?.-» for a system* tie 
ordtr, for »n allogory, that possibility is no longer fea­
sible. instead, particularly since the reader tSoaa not nake 
a coupler graph of equations a© he made, these symbols and 
associations heve, as we ha<r« shown, their priiaary purpose la 
intensifying end expanding on the meaning of the action. 
They enable Hawthorne to echieve a de,"> th and subtlety and at 
st the aas© time portray the stern, starved atmosphere of 
colonial Hew England. : r?e can farther illuatrstc this fast 
fror. the present scene. 
Hawthorne has deliberately associated Roger Chilling-
worth with the 31ecK Man,—the «iisasry of Sstaa who lurks 
la the forest and coiafannea with tboae of the Puritans who ha?e 
fa Ilea away froa the lav; of God. Now this is purely the 
F-uritan view of the leech,—Hawthorne doea not necessarily 
subscribe to it,—hut that does not prevent hia fro& using 
this view to its fullest dramatic import. Thus the reader, 
having learned the i'urltaa view of Roger in respect to the 
minister, after hearing little rei-rl refer to hi® as the 
Blaok Man and knowing that hi® search ia making, Mia store a 
fiend than a nan, la prepared for the final acene in which he 
uncovers the bos or; of Arthur Gifyaeadale. If this scene, and 
particularly Hawthorne's deaeriptlcn of it, had not had this 
preparation it would leave the reader cold end incredulous. 
But having the preparation that fits so well into the sasthod 
with which the reader has become families* the scene ha a e 
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varied bat vivid eaotioaal iaipaat, It ie aora life-like and 
vivid than if it were presented bfc.re aafi unatteadea. Tha«, 
^aw-thorae** "raaliaa" is not real beo&use of ite photographic 
eeaaraey but because it re- <;ts on and »oveg real and baaie 
eaiotioaa in the reader. It live^ priaarily, in the reala of 
life that lies under apti-earaaoea. And uttwth.irae, aot content 
to leave it at that, paiata this realit by Ma use of dram­
atis irsay, 
>'e should, perhaps, sdfi a word about the complexity 
of the associations In these last acenes. hava spoken of 
the ?aritoa view of the forest ss the main of evil, the 
domain of Satan and have show a ho?# Hawthorne a sea the asso­
ciation of Roger ^hilliagworfeh with this sleaeafe t© add to 
the draastio effect. »awthorne civs a this concept siulti-
tudlnous bra no he a sad connections, each of which we G ould 
follow-out to a particular draaatie nation, 3ia©e, however, 
tiie primary a true taral fom reaidea in the sequence of these 
actions (end ia why the stations of usaesalty follow that 
sequence) we will only suggest how this pricery structure is 
jtrengthened aaii deepened by Hawthorne's use of association 
and ayiabol. 
^e will use as oar door to this asae Mistress Hibbias, 
the witch, who, ia the eyes of the !uritaas is possessed of 
the i.'evil, and who takes th« nanc witch syaoaoctDus with one 
who ha a cociplrtely renounced all aoral. a ad social responsi­
bilities, who has. lost her individuality, her womanhood, her 
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sfiaitf. Whta she invites Hester into the forest at* is os­
tensibly asking her to Join the le*im& of the Devil against 
the law ead works of God, represented by the r uritan settle­
ment. On eaother level, however, ahe is ealciag tester to 
renounce all aorol end social obligation®, w/a^ahood a ad 
sanity. Vhea Heater ref uaea— 
"Hake ®y excuse to hla, 
the Blnck Kan so please youi" answered Hester 
with a triumphant smile. M1 au»t tarry at home, 
a ad keep vmtah over tiy little Pearl. Had they 
taijea her trm tie, I would willingly heve f*oae 
with thee into the forest.. 
— i t  i s  a  refusal on both of theae levels end sore, for es 
we hsve seen, Pearl, in edditloa to being the living e^ay 
of Weater*8 ostracism frois society, in also her one reel tie 
to thet world of aorta la* Pearl point®, and is, the p«th 
Wester must follow to re turn to the full status of n vioiaaa. 
"e mint remember too that Hiatrea» Hlbblas is the 
sister of Governor B^llinghaa tad ha such we »ee that even 
the «elf-professed witches are a natural product o? furl tea 
sooiety. The Puritans were notorious for hanging witches 
because the Purl tune w*re notorious for creating witches— 
reel witche»— peo le who hid renounced all orel and aooisl 
responsibility, Xa the ! uri tan world this meant to feeice up 
league with Satan. And even in our world it means aush the 
a me thing. Then, es w§ have iaolied before, the set of sym­
bols that gutters around the Puritan dichotomy of ;-ood end 
1. Hawthorne, ojj. oit. .p.153. 
evil ia not the only set of symbols ia the The Soar lot MSS£ 
5uritaa society produces W 'latrene ^ibbine*; it also produces 
te prison sua la the seme way Anna Hutchinson, the "aa inted'* 
•Anna "utchinssfi. Anne, m ra&ember, %%m asaooieted with the 
rose buah and this association gives another complex of con­
notations to the forest, connotations muoh different fro® 
those given by the Paritend. In the latter complex, weeds, 
the ugly end evil p«rt of the forest are associated with the 
Pari tea lew, end the roae, the beautiful and good, has like* 
ness to tfeoae who are ostricised by that law. This doe a not 
seta that Aaae equals rose equals Hester equals Mistress 
Hibbins. It doe© aeea that ell of these people and objects 
ia addition to the prison, Governor Bellingha® end the magi­
strates have some food in cocsmaa and toss evil. ftewtaorae 
does not draw bl - cic aruS white pictures o£ people? he casts 
his people against the masse good and evil that ia the 
world ©ad short3 the reflection of that maze in theft). 
"•he.ie two sets of symbols: the one adopted fro® the 
"arttan cosmology end the other ia-osed by Hawthorne, ere 
constant!.? meeting a ad Intermingling. The outstanding ex­
ample of this ia pxobcbly Pearl. For the Furlteas Pearl it 
aa imp of evil, & desceadaat of the Bl^ok Men, while on 
another lave! she ia associated with the beautiful rose and 
is capable of tiding her either both to reconciliation and 
to sainthood. The»e are not speculations only for the reader 
hoviever: for Hester, who is a Puritan but also has been led 
to freedom of thou$31, they art all living tortures end hopes. 
for the reader, then, their greatest iopect Is ia the emo­
tional relation to Heat© , who .feels ell of these thoughts 
end associations flit across her heart and prick sad Intensify 
her aaguiafe. 
Pearl is at particular importance to somom else 
also, to her disguised f ether, the young minister. fe have 
<3emoted considers la ti&e to the ambiguity of Hester's social 
poeltlan but we he ve only cauaelly raenfeioaed the sinister 
because Hawthorne hao ehoaea to leave hia la the background. 
He has ahovn hia only ia contact with Hester and in relation 
to the old physician, Roger w hilling* worth. These gl lapses 
have clearly revealed the tor «*nt ©ad strife that are his 
soul, revealed hie pride that refuse® to relinquish his hon­
ored position in aociaty, though that be the path fco peso®, 
flow, in preparation for the aeoond scene on the scaffold 
Hawthorne devotes a narrative chapter to the young .-sinister. 
He chooses a leas oblique method of port ray el of the inner 
sen then that to which we have become aecoustoaed. He por­
trays the harsh and never-ending acta of penance that have 
became a routine with .Arthur. The young ainiater feats until 
hia knees shafce beneath him. He keep# vigils, soj&etiaea ia 
utter darkness, ao&etitta* with l.i« f&ce before a mirror, but 
all to n;> avail. He cannot renounce hia position in society 
and yet he cannot accept hia responsibility to the lav. of 
that acclety. His hypocrisy ia inteaaified because it ia 
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through hi# torsient that his social position is so exalted. 
•%ile thus suffering under bodily disease, and 
gnawed end tortured by some black trouble of the 
soul, end given over to the machinations of his 
deadliest enemy, the 'Reverend Mr. "itameadale 
had achieved a brilliant popularity in his 
sacred office. He won it, Indeed, in great part, 
by his sorrows. His intellectual gifts, his 
laoral perceptions, his power of experiencing and 
ooaaunicating emotion, were dept in a state of 
preternatural activity by the prick and anguish 
of his daily life. His fame, though still on 
its upward slope, already overshadowed the 
soberer reputations of his fellow cler&vr.en, 
eminent as several of them vera.1 
He determined several tines to ascend the pulpit in order 
to reveal his true nature to all the world{ in fact, he 
acre than once stood before his congregation and reviled his 
sinful, ugly self, but m& never specific. The audience 
heard it all, and did but reverence him the 
core. They little guessed what deadly purport 
lurked In t iose self-condeonlng words. "The Sodly 
youth," said they aoonff themselves. "The saint on 
earth! Alas, if he discern such sinfulness in 
his own white soul, what horrible spectaole would 
he behold in thine or mine!" The minister well 
knew,—subtle but remorseful hypocrite that he 
was!—the light in which his vague confession 
would be viewed. He had strived to put a cheat 
upon himself by .-asking the a vowel of e guilty 
conscience, but had gained only one other sin, 
and a self-acknowledged shame, without the mo­
mentary relief of being self-deoelved. Re had spoken 
the very truth and transformed it into the veriest 
falshood. And yet, by the constitution of his 
nature, he loved the truth, and loathed the lie, 
as few mm ever did. Therefore, above all 
things else, he loathed his alterable selfI2 
So he forced hlasilf to stand long hours before the nlrror 
or upon his knees in m attempt to gain through outward 
1„ Hawthorne, op. cit.. p. 167. 
2. Ibid., p. 1W. 
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shcm what he could not gala through inner strength; his 
greatest lie was not to othere hut to hiaself, a lie ex-
ei^ 11fled by these long, fruitless vigils. 
On one of these ugly nlgHts.••the sinister 
started froa his chair,. A new though t h«d 
struck hia. There flight be © moment's peaoe 
In it.1 
He dressed himself and walked, while the whole town slept, 
to the scaffold in the marked place and there took his 
plaoe on the boards where Hester had stood and where no 
sleepy «y« *oulel open to discover him. 
vi'hy, then, hod he coise hither? was it bat the 
aockery of penitence? A ®ookery indeed bat in 
wfeiah his soul trifled with itself I A mockery 
st which angels blushed end wept, while fiends 
rejoiced with Jeering laughtert He had been 
driven hither by the impulse of that Remorse 
which dogged him everywhere, and whose own sister 
end closely linked companion was that Cowardice 
which invariably drew hia back, with her tremulous 
gripe, just when the other iapulse had hurried 
him, to the verge of a disclosure*2 
And so Mr. EHmesdale chooses the middle of the night to 
stake his appearance on the scaffold, Hawthorne's stage• He 
has also chosen, Quite by coincidence, the death-night of 
Governor t'inthrop. the young minister** imagination runs 
rife and he fancies himself standing before every eye in 
the universe; he t(tlnks himself exposed to the town and 
stands in tense fear t»a Reverend Wilson pauses on his 
return from the bedside of ^iathrop, but he is not dis­
covered. *hat is he is not discovered so is to expose his 
1. Hawthorne, OP. clt., p. 170 
2. Ibid., p. 171. 
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seoret to the world, for Hester Pxyaas passes *»i th ?e«rl» 
also returning horn from the house of Wiathrop. Arthur 
calls to then and sake them to mount the soaffold to his, 
join k$m in the 0enter of the stage. 
"he silently ascended the steps and sto^d, oa 
the platforra, holding little Pearl by the hend. 
The stlaleter felt for the child's other hand, sod 
toofc it* The moment that he did so, there case 
what seeaed a tumultuous rush of new life, other 
life than his own, pouring like a torrest into 
his heart, sad hurrying through @11 hi a veins,as 
if the mother and her child were coaaunieating 
their vital war&tb to .his half-torpid system. 
The three foraed an ©laotric chain. 
"Minister!" whispered little Pearl. 
*"%at wouldafe thou nay, child?" ©sted llr. 
Dimaesdale. 
"Wilt thou stand hare with mother and ma, to­
morrow noontide?* inquired Pearl 
w!Ian not ao, my little Pearl1* answered the 
ainiater; for with the mm energy of the assent, 
ail the dread of i-ublic exposure, thet hid so loaf 
bean the anguish of hi a life, returned to himj and 
he was already trembling at the conjunction in 
whieh—witii a strange joy, nevertheless—he now 
found himself. "Not so, iay ohild. 1 shall, 
indeed stand with thy ©other and thee, one other 
day, but not tomorrow.* 
Pearl laughed sad attempted to pull eway her 
hand. But the minister held it fast, 
n/t aonent longer, .cay child!" said he. 
"But wilt thou prorata e," as&«& Pearl, "to take 
say head and mother*a hand tomorrow noontide?" 
"Mot then, Pearl," said the sinister, "but an­
other time.* 
*Aad what other tlcse?1* persisted the child. 
nAt the great judgement daywhispered the 
niniater,—and, strangely enough, the sense that 
he was a professional teacher of the truth impelled 
ttisi to answer the of?lid so. "Then, «ad there, be­
fore the judgeaent seat, thy a other, an<* thou, and 
X must stand together. But the daylight of this 
world shall not see ©unseating!*' 
Pearl laughed again. 
At that mmat a red light shinea la the sky, doubtless from 
1. Hawthorne, 0£. olt..op. 174-5. 
8 meteor, but for the minister it seems tea take the torn of 
an itaaense latter A. 
**ot bat the &qteor any have shown itself nt that 
point, burning duskily through a Tail of oloud} 
but with no Q 3oh shape ©a his guilty iaeginatloa 
mve it; or, at leest, with go little definitenea®, 
that a<a other's guilt might have seen enother symbol 
la itA' 
Th# aeteor also lighted the fsoe of Ho*;er Chillinpworth, who 
stood, now, near the scaffold. It wss M# singular oirouia-
ate ace t hi t eh&raoterisaed Mr. Diazes die le*s psychological 
state at this inasent."2* It seemed, to the minister, that 
the physician could have passed for the arch-fiend. -"So 
vivid mm the expression, or so intense the minister's per­
ception of it, that It sesacid still to remain painted ia the 
1 * 
darkness, after the asteor hsd vaniished.. .  •*>* 
1® th«t sen, Heater?" gt>sped Mr. Dlaates-
d&le overcome with terror. WI shiver at hlal-
Dost thou know the sea? I  hate his, Hester!" 
She rea«ah*?red her oe th and m® silent.** 
But little Peerl looked up-at hi a and spokes 
"Minister,. . . I oaa tell thee who he la J" 
*Q,uickly, t; ea, child!n said the minister, 
bending his ear close to her llpa. wQ,uiolsly#~~ 
«nd &b low es thou censt whisper."5. 
She mumbled sowe unintelligible gibberish and then laughed 
aloud 
"Boat thou fflooic m now*" naked the sinister 
"fhou wast not boldS—Thou went not true!*— 
1.Hawthorne, ££. c l t . ,  p . l ? 6  
aaswered the child. "Thou wouldat at promise to 
take n;y hand, end mother*ta head toraorrow aooatii#!*1* 
The physieiaa approaches, matioas that the ainlstsr should 
return hoiae with hi® la order to guard his health, cover!ag 
any knowledge of the reason for the siaister'a vigil. 
*X will go feoae with you,H said Mr* Dimajeadale. 
with a chill despoadsaoy, like oa# awaking ell 
nervous, fr.m a a utgly dreais, be yeilded hiaoelf 
to the physio la a, aad was led away,2* 
Physically, t>/ efaapfcera, this is the mid-point of the 
novel: chapter twelve of twenty-four. It is the middle scene 
of the three seeae® oa the scaffold. We can fiad several 
notable differeaoeo betweea these two »rbitr- rily separated 
helves of Hawthorne's story. First of ail, oaly ? olf of the 
firat twelve chapters (chapters 2,3,4,8,10 aad 12) were de­
voted to specific scenes or 6ctioas; the other six were 
priaerily or essentially narrative. la the last half of the 
story, however, oaly the first aad last shatters {thirteen 
aad twenty-four) ere narrative while the other tea are pri­
marily devoted to a particular scene or action. 
Hawthorne, then, is able to rely a ore oa direst action 
as his etory progresses. This will give us a feel lap of 
fester pace o;s we mor® towards the elisax, a feeling which 
corresponds to the tirae elenent la the story, far the first 
twelve chapters cover seven years ia time and adapters thir­
teen to twenty-three, though Hawthorne do«s not specifically 
1. Hawthorne, op. elt. p.175. 
lfiS> Pit. 
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aay , aover a month e.t the outside. fM© element of tin*, 
however, is not the baaic thing thbt allows Hawthorne to 
speed up the paoe la the second helf of hie story. The other, 
the baaio, reaa:>a erises from the method that we hove examined. 
We hsve found that Hawthorne *9 narrative he a several purposes t 
1. to establish char «ter#  $ tary end envlroamant end to tie 
these three inseparably together, 2. to add ^epth and meaning 
to his stera a ad starved story without destroying the es­
sential tone; aad finally 3, to manifest all of this fey riving 
lataasit;,- and significance to the action. -<hea we have re­
ached this scene oa the scaffold the narrative ground-work 
has beoa well ieid aad *%wthorn.e is able to f5iva primary 
attention to the action, knowiag that the resder has we 11-
rooted ia hie sdad s vasst application of syabol aad aaaoci-
atioa that multiplies itnelf aa the action proceeds. 
* iaally, aiace ^aw thorn© can now rely jaore oa action, 
his story will beoo&e saore lifa-Jike, hie people more credible. 
We have felt that e close exaainatioa of the first 
helf of the story wee accessory ia-order to establish the fact 
thet the cap ths of association a ad symbol were subordinate to 
and vet inseparable from the action, We are now free to da-
vote ourselves to the essential structural fore as governed 
b.? the course of the c otlon (plot) for we are familiar with 
the vsat subtlety t'at atk&a the nation whet it ia. 
The sec sad scfae on the scaffold haa brought all of 
our accumulated knowledge into focus with Hawthorne*® story. 
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?or instance, Hie aook penitence of Arthur Biases dale and 
the fruitless entreaties of little Pearl bring vividly to 
life the torment that is devastating the minister both 
physically and spiritually. ?lls Reaorse and Cowardlos (the 
latter rooted in pride) *hioh Hawthorne has obliquely 
explored are focused in living aotion. The same is true 
of Roger Chlllingworth, who ©arefully covers his feindlsh 
monomania with a oool and Innocent exterior. He appears 
a fiend in the light of the meteor and he oalialy lays his 
hands on the sinister as a helpful p- yslclan and benefactor. 
Bare in the light of the meteor, the light of the soarlet 
letter, the true nature of both /aen stands out end the 
cloak with i&ioh each has covered himself is stripped off. 
By use of this strange light Hawthorne has riveted our 
attention on the essential underlying character of these men, 
forcibly returned our attention to the situation as it 
exists under appearances.3- He has show clearly the situation 
that his wide use of irony has pointed up. Thus, in yet 
1. % might note that in contrast to this scene 
Hawthorne follow® with an incident in the sunlight of the 
morning, the sexton takes Mr. Dimraesdale aside after the 
morning service to return a glove which was found on the 
scaffold. The sexton uses the incident as a parable to 
reassert his confidence in the sinister^ godliness. He 
also remarks about the meteor, saying that its appearance in 
the tor® of an A was ejabiaaatlo of Angel in honor of Governor 
Inthrop. Hawthorne*a use of light and dark is extremely 
coeplex and extremely interesting throughout the novel. 
Perhaps a parallel could be drawn between underlying truth 
and unnatural light or shade on the one hand and appearances 
and natural sunlight on the other hand. For our purposes, 
however, we only note how Hawthorne points tr.e difference 
between truth and a pearanoe in this particular case* 
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enother nay he has prepared w for the second half of the 
story la sfcioh he will rely mainly on action and follow 
oloaely the working out of the plot aa guided fey the 
necessary action of these particular people ia this par­
ticular situation. 
ORATOR III 
Aa we turn to the narrative thirteenth chapter we 
find « new kind of concentration. This is narrative that 
contributes direotly to furthering the action. Hawthorne1  a 
oblique method gives way to a more dire at method. He has 
several specifio things to tell ua. First, her second ex­
perience on the scaffold had nads a strong impression on 
Heater, particularly in regard to the minister* The weird 
light of the meteor/soarlet letter has brought the situation 
into foous for her too. Seeing the present state of the 
minister and knowing what he .once was, she feels strongly, 
for the first tine, her own responsibility. 
Hester saw—or seemed to see—-that there lay a 
certain responsibility upon her, in reference to 
the clergyman, which she owed to no other...Here 
was the iron link of mutual oriae, which neither 
he aor she could break, ilk® all other ties it 
brought along with it its obligations.1  
Mawthorne also has some direct things to say about 
the psychologic 1 effect of the past seven years on Hester 
and her community. She has become virtually a self-ordained 
Sister of Mercy, which is an actual working out of the pre­
monitions that Hawthorne has given us through reference to 
Anne Butohinson, at. el. And this has come about through 
1. Hawthorne, ojk cit., p. 178. 
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Hester*s strength,—the seme strength that aa&e her repu­
diate this community, In so far as repudiation is possible 
without destroying herself as Mistress Flihblns and Roger 
Chlllingworth he ve done. 
Such helpfulness was found in her,—so much power 
to do, end power to sympathize,—that nany people 
refused to interpret the Scarlet Letter by its 
original signification. They said that it scant 
Able; so strong was Heater Pryam, *dth a wonan*g 
strength*?* 
But it was not for Beater to follow through with her 
repudiation of society, either along the path of Mistress 
Hibbins or that of Anne Hutchinson. The reason for the 
first ws have explained and as we have mentioned the reason 
for the latter also canters in little Pearl. Pearl brings 
to life Hester*s tie to sooiety, her link of crise, points 
her return to an integral place in the world, as does the 
scarlet letter. In Hester*® ambiguous position of an outoast, 
There was a wild and ghastly scenery all around 
her, and a home end coofort nowhere. At times a 
fearful doubt strove to possess her soul, whether 
it war not better to send Pearl at onoe to heaven, 
and go herself to such futurity as Items 1 
Justice should provide. 
The scarlet letter had not tone its office.2  
But now a new and pressing consideration occupies 
her thoughts, but a consideration that must Involve a de­
cision in regard to her ambiguous position in society, her 
responsibility to t.nose about her. 
Hester could not but ask herself, Aether there 
had not originally been a defect of truth, courage 
1. Hawthorne, od. cit., p. 179 
2. Ibid. ,  p. 112. 
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aafl loyalty, on her own pert, ia allowing the 
minister to be thrown into a position where so 
Much evil was to be foreboded, sad nothing sus­
picious to be hoped...."ader that impulse, she had 
sasde her choice, and had chosea, as it now ap­
peared ,  the most wretohed alternative of the two. 
She deteraiaed to redeea her error, so far as it 
sight yet be possible.... 
In fine, Hester Prynne resolved to meet her 
former husband, and do what ai#t be la her 
power for the rescue of the victim on whom he had 
so evidently set his gripe. 1 
By the as# of narrative, this chap ter had kept oar 
attention constantly on the course of the ? c tion. As we 
follow that action our method will beoocie c.ore of a coacaent 
than an actual presentation. The action itself is familiar 
enough to the reader and since we will not be drawing on 
Hawthorne*a words in such detail It will act be necessary to 
quote him to the extent that we have in the past pages. Our 
purpose, then, will be to fit the various incidents of the 
plot together so ea to see clearly the essential form that 
they worlc toward and finally achieve. 
To resume where we left the action: it was not long 
before Hester found occasion to speak with the old lihysioiaa. 
She found hia, one afternoon, gatherlm herbs near the sea­
shore, and l<?.;v int' little Pearl to play on the beach she 
advanced towards the siaa, the scarlet letter burning on her 
bosom for "Here was another ruin, the responsibility of which 
came partly home to her."2* In the course of their conver­
sation the truth of her responsibility, both to the physician 
1. Hawthorne, op. oit.,p.183. 
2. Ibid»§ p • 1 &4 • 
a ad to the young Minister oocaes h;>&e to Heater, but mm 
than this acmes « realisation of the hopeleaaneas of th« 
situation that ahe baa allowed to fester aM saature through 
her inactivity. The full realisation brings her to the ed§« 
of despair ("There is no good, for bis.,—no good for 
no good for thee! There ia no good for 11ttle Pearlt There 
it no DK th to guide us out of this disaal saaze !**-•), but she 
pi oats a onoe again that the old phyai el 8 a abandon Ms patient 
and "le»:ve further retribution to the power thet oleiss it,n2» 
but this cau.iot b«, as the old; mn well knows. If he were 
to l«ave Arthur he woulc. be as§ a parasite torn loose froxu 
its hast to shrivel and die ia the sun, for Arthur is hit 
whole life. He is ao longer guided by hit will entirely, 
nor is Heater and he says as much. 
"Peace, Heater, pe^ee!" replied the old ©an, 
with « glooiay sternness. "It is not created me 
to pardon. 2 have no such power ae thou tallest 
©e of* My old faith, l&ng forgotten, eosea back 
to as, and explains ail thet we do, and all we 
eSffer. By thy first step awry thoa didst plant 
the g»r© of evil; but sinoe that »o®eat, It has 
been a dark necessity. Ye that have wronged m 
are not sinful, s»ve ia e kind of typical illu­
sion* neither m I fland-like, whe have anatohed 
a fiend*a office froa his hands. It it our fate. 
Let the blade flower blossom aa it may! Mow go 
thy wsya and deal as thou wilt with yonder aan.*3. 
With t lo he leaves Heater, who returns for reerl. 
She finds the ohild wearing the letter A on her breast, fashi­
oned from seaweed. The letter cannot be ignored and soon 
I.Hawthorne, op. clt. p.187. 
2.1QQ. Pit. 
3.1oo. olt. 
Pearl la earnestly pleading that her mother tell her the 
meaning of the scarlet letter, end why the minister holds 
his hand over his heart. Bat fleeter cannot pay such e 
price even if it means gaining the obild*a sympathy. She 
answers, 
"^illy Pearl...what questions are these? There 
are many things la this world that a child mist 
not ask about, "hat know I of the minister's 
heart? And as for the scarlet letter, I wear 
it for the sake of its gold thread.1  
It is the first time that Hester has ever been false 
to the letter. Perhaps suoh is the natural product of her 
despair, perhaps alao it points to a possible complete re­
nunciation, of any reconciliation to society, of any return 
to a plaoe she oan oall home. 
nevertheless Hester regains determined to sake known 
to Mr. Dimaesdale the true character of the oan he sella 
friend and physiolan. In pursuanoe of thia aim she goes to 
the forest to await Arthur as he returns froa a visit with 
a missionary to the Indians. 
The scene in the forest richly reasserts and expands 
on the depth of symbol and association that are so &uoh a 
part of Hawthorne*s story. In each word, gesture and leaf-
fall all of the old connotations are revivified and given 
new shades of meaning and new connotations are added. Despite 
this the action stands out and the plot moves on its course 
directed only by the necessary actions of these particular 
people in this particular situation. 
1. Hawthorne, 0£. olt.. p» 191. 
This meeting In the forest oooupies four ohaptere end 
eon tains the essential turn of the story. After Hester re-
veals the seoret that she has kept for so many fears the 
sinister is left in a state of utter despair. Wis long 
ordeal has so drained him that he no longer has the strength 
to more one step a©re. <*hen Hester suggests that he leave 
this ooaaunity, go away and "exchange this false life of 
thine for a true one. Be, if thy spirit suasion thee to sash 
a mission, the teaoher and apostle of the red men. Or,--es 
Is sore thy nature,--be a scholar and a sage among the 
wisest and most renowned of the oultivated world."1  the sug­
gestion can mean nothing to hlsu Then, however, ooaes the 
assertion of Haster's strength and pride for which we have 
been so long prepared. She says thst he need not go alone,— 
she will be *dth him to provide her strength for his weakness. 
It is a fldfll assertion of the side of Hestor's personality 
that prompted her to shrug off the beadle, thst perhaps 
prompted her to tell Pearl that she wore the soarlet letter 
for the sake of its gold thread. 
It is a decision that resolves the dlleana that has 
tomented Hester* it is a final revolt from society, an as­
sertion that she can forge her own life, revoking the laws, 
denouncing the sooiety that oondeaned her. For Arthur too, 
tester's words seena to be a sign post In the fog leading 
towards a resolution of his toraent, towards final peaee for 
1. Hawthorne, oj>. oit., pp. 201-2. 
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his soul* In token of Hi eir new freedoa Hester tekes the 
scarlet letter from her boso» end hurls it into the forest. 
Then © burst of sunshine pours through the leaves upon the 
pair for, 
Such wss the syapethy of Nature— that wild, 
heathen Mature of the forest, never subjugated by 
human lew, nor illumined by higher truth--with 
the bliss of these two spiritsi* 
We must note this connotation of $eture whioh beers 
e strong reeeia&lanoe to the rose which grew up at the feet 
of Anne Hutchinson, but we oust also note that this sympathy 
for the broken lew hes e re Is ti on to the Puritan reels of the 
Black Men. All through these chapters Hawthorne plays one 
association against the other, particularly in relation to 
Pearl and her mother* The result on the reader's ©ind is 
an emphasis on the limits and shades of good and evil that 
exist in Hester *s sooi ety, her eriae and resultant ea~ 
biguous position. How that her dilemne hes been resolved 
the resolution is no oleer out aot of good or evil. In feet, 
we oen only judge her act, not by exterior aorel law but by 
the lews of necessity th& t arise fro® the feot that Fester 
Prynne is who she is, end is involved in this particular 
situation. 
It this point in the story, then, we can see clearly 
the feot that the essential structure, the guiding force of 
Hawthorne** story is what he calls the "dark necessity," the 
"black flower." That is, Hawthorne has created characters 
1. Hawthorne, gjg_. olt., p. 205. 
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that art specific, thst are the people they ere and eennot 
change. It is thus that they are living people and it Is 
for this reason that t&ey will reset In t particular way tinder 
particular circumstances and tl*t the chain of these circus*-
stances will follow a particular course like the growth and 
blossoming of a flower. To he specific, Hester is possessed 
of the essential character that we have discerned and she is 
bred a Puritan end is irrevocably linked by her oriiae to 
Boston. It is 
..••a fatality, a feeling so irresistible and 
inevitable that it has the force of dooa, which 
almost invariably compels huram beings to linger 
around and haunt, ghost-like, the spot v&ere some 
great and marked event has given the color to their 
lifetimej end still more irresistibly, the darker 
tinge that saddens it.* 
The same is perhaps even wore true of Arthur Oioraesdele. 
Trie question of right and wrong in Hester and Arthur's 
act is not to be determined on an absolute ©oral scale| it 
hes meaning only in reference to these people and their 
situation. Wa must not think thst Hawthorne is stating 
finally that good and evil are purely relative; instead, he 
is saying thet society breeds into the individual a conscience 
which the individual cannot destroy without destroying his 
soul. Arthur's conscience is ssost poignantly evident in his 
desperate attempts at penitence? Hester's in her constant 
attempts, through the scarlet letter and Pearl, to reconcile 
herself to her society and its laws. 
1. Hawthorne, 0£. olt.. p. 131. 
for the moment, however, ee the two alt together in 
the forest with e> new life before them, th ia conscience has 
been tossed away with the scarlet letter. Both have resolved 
the torment of their souls by declaring themselves superior 
to, no longer in used of, their consciences, free from the 
pest. It is In act of pride; it deolaree them equal to, or 
superior to God, to the morel law of their society end the 
burden of the pest. It is v&at the "reeks called m not of 
The aunsfc lne, e symbol of the greet universe the t 
exists outside of morel law, smiles on their sot just es 
the rose was e token to the condemned criminal. fhst sun is 
the herald of a new day but a new day that Hester and Arthur 
oan never Know. Thus Hawthorne continues his these of evil 
Inherent in Puritan sod at? but subordinates It and makes it 
a part of his great theme of man's obligations as a social 
being and the truth the t  he first planted in his references 
to the prison, tht t  the pest and the future are one and that 
without the past the future is nothing. Specifically Hester*s 
act is en act of hrbrls that oan lead only to tragedy. Hew« 
thorne puts it in the following way and explains f?estsr*s 
place in the situations 
But Hester Ptynne, with a mind of native courage 
and activity, and for so long a period not merely 
estranged, but outlawed fro® society, had habitu­
ated herself to at oh latitude of speculation as 
was altogether foreign to the clergyman. $he had 
wandered without rule or guidance, In a moral wil­
derness; as vast, as intricate and shadowy, as the 
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un tamed forest, amid tfe a gloom of *hich they were 
now holding a colloquy which wee to decide thair 
fate. Her intellect a ad heart had had their hose, 
aa it were, in deeert places, where she roamed as 
freely as the wild Indian in his woods. For 
years pest she had looked from this estranged point 
of view at hmaan institutions, and criticising 
all with hardly core reveren#e than the Indian would 
feel for the olerioa 1 band, the Judicial robe, the 
pillory, the gallows, the fireside, or the ohurch. 
the tendency of her fate and fortunes had been to 
set her free. The scarlet letter was her passport 
into regions where other woiasn dared not tread. 
Shame, Dispair, Solitude! These had been her 
teachers, stern and wild ones,--and they had made 
her strong, but taught her auch aiais*.* 
for the moment, however, Hester and Arthur cannot 
realize that the renunciation of their society, of their 
consciences, of their past, of their very lives e n lead only 
to destruction of manhood, of individuality, of soul through 
loss of reference to the world. They have only one dark 
reminder and that ie the capriciousness of a little girl -*ho 
will not accept a change in her mother's appearance, will 
not return to her until the scarlet letter is restored to its 
place on her breast, and who cannot accept the minister's 
kiss because of one of those little fantasies that often 
solidify into fact in a child's aind,—that he should stand 
with the a on the scaffold in broad daylight, after the smile 
of the sunshine, the actions of Pearl return us to the cold 
actuality of the dark flower of tragedy. For Hester, however, 
these actions are easily explained away. 
The young minister mat sain tain his double personality 
1. Hawthorne, 0&. oit., pp. 202-3. 
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for a few days aore unt 11 the ship on **sioh they book passage 
sails for the Old world. But a change has come over him, 
already there is a isanife station of his new-found freedom, 
is he walks towards home, he is at every step "incited to do 
soiae strange, wild, wicked tMag or other."* He almost 
utters blasphemous suggestions regarding the communion 
supper to on# of his deacons; he is tempted to utter "an 
unanswerable argument against the immortality of the huaan 
soul**2  to a pious old lady who depends on him for sage and 
sainted guidance. He meets Mistress Elbbins, wbo invites 
him to return to the forest with her and meet the Black Man. 
Finally, all of these people and even the church building 
before him, «eem to exist as something he has dreamed be­
fore or Is dreaming now.3 The minister's new freedom is 
only a newer and sharper torment. 
We note too that Arthur Dimmesdale is secretly 
pleased th&t the date of sailing must be postponed for a few 
days because it allows him to preach the election sermon for 
the new governor. It was a mark of the highest eminence for 
a Hew England clergyman to be afforded this honor. And it is 
election day in the market-place when Hawthorne returns his 
characters to the scaffold/stage for the climax of his story". 
This final scene could be dealt with in inexhaustable 
detail for it focuses and resolves not only the action Itself 
but all of the vast depth of syabol and association that 
1. Hawthorne, on. olt.. p. 213. 
2. Ibid., p. 2lf. *17 Ibid., p. 212. 
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enriches Hawthorn®*8 story. 
Again the laarkst-piaae is filled with people, but 
this time they are In festive attire for this day Is as 
clos® to a holiday as provlnolal Bew faglaM could afford. 
As the crowd stands in the oarket-plao® awaiting the pro­
cession the t .will follow Mr. Dimaesdal® ,s sermon, Bawthorn® 
surveys the scene through th* eyes of Hester and Itttl® Pearl. 
Svary lagiridual they see tea at least oat reference to what 
hm gone before: the blaoksait*., the Jailer, the beadle, 
Mistress Hibblns. *n ao»tr«et to the opening scena the aar-
jset-place Is filled with a ctivity sad ^oaton like the black­
smith "has washed his sooty face, and put on his Sabbath day 
dk>thas, and looks as if he would gladly be aerry, if any kind 
body would teach hia howSw*» dispersed aaon§ the Bostoniaas 
are th# Indians from the wilet s of the forest and wild-looking 
group a of aaapercdo-sailors,—appropriately enough {too app­
ropriately, sea® readers sight say) fro® the ship that is to 
Garry Beater, Arthur and little Pearl away to freedom. 
Hester la standing in a snail, vacant circle in tense 
anticipation, the scarlet letter burning m her breast as it 
has never burned before when the sea-captain approaches to 
say that there will be another passenger on their voyage. 
The old physician has made arrangements to accompany them; be 
will also bring the young minister aboard. Before Heater 
can call her thoughts together the procession emerges from 
1. Hawthorne, 0£. git,., p.219. 
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til# church. Among the osgistrates ia a place of honor walk:® 
Arthur DJjmflVOirtfr*~r The eloquence and beauty of hi® semoa 
have enshrined him in the hearts of his hearers forever. 
"flever, on Hew England soil, had gtood the nan honored by 
his aortal bra thro a as fclie preacher!"** 
As he walks through the a^riset-plece he seems so 
faint and week that governor Bellinehaai aoves to assist him, 
but arriving ia front of the scaffold the young minister 
stops abruptly and stretches forth his aims. 
#Heate!'pw aaid he, *©oau» hither! Ooae, ay 
little Pearllw2* 
The child rushe# lawpfis him and clasps hi® by the knees but 
before the aother oaa follow at a slower paoa the old physi­
cian rushes foreword and catches hist by the aria. 
wMadaan, hold! what is your purpose?" whispered 
ha. "-a7e back that woman! Gnat off this child! 
All shall be well! Do not blacken your faae and 
perish in dishonor! I oaa yet save you! Wuld you 
bring infaay on your sacred profession?* 
wWa, tenpter! He thinks thou art too latel* 
answered the sinister, encountering his eye, 
fearfully but firmly, *Thy nower is not what it 
waa! With God's help I shell escape thee now|3» 
Again he extends his hand to Heater, and with Pearl on the 
other Hester supports him to the scaffold. Then with his 
remaining strength he addresses the people of lew tagland t© 
tell them why he standi# there beside Hester and tell the® 
the true nature of the olo physician who had plagued him. 
1. Hawthorne, 
2.Ibid. p. 2 
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With a convulsive Motion he tore away the minis­
terial band from before hi® breast. It was revealed! 
But it were irreverent to describe that revelation, 
for en instant the mz* of the horror-stricken multi­
tude was concentreted on the ghastly airacle; while 
the sinister stood, with a flush of triumph on his 
face, 8a one who, in the crisis of acutest pain, had 
won « victory. Then, down he sank upon the scaffold!1 ' 
Old Roger Chillingworth Kneela betide bin, muttering quietly. 
"^hou ha at escaped amln he resetted jsore than 
once. r tThoa3huat escaced me!* 
•May Sod forgive the®!" said the alaiater, 
wfhou too heist deeply sinnediw2* 
With that he turns to the asiail child at his aide and in a 
voice that was gentle and almost sportive he asks her to kiss 
hia now ©a she would aot do in the forest. 
Pearl kissed his lips. A spell was broken* f&e 
greet scene of grief in which the wild infant bore 
a part, had developed all her ay&pethiea; and as 
her tears fell upon her father*a cheek, they were 
the pledge that she would ezow. up among huusan Joy 
and sorrow, nor forever do battle with the world 
but be a woman in it. Towards her mother, too, 
Pearl's errand as a aeas-eager of anguish was all 
fulfilled.3. 
Hester beat toward hla saying, "Shall we not spend our iia-
pjortsl life together? Surely, surely, we have ransomed one 
another with all this woe!*^* 
"flush, tester, hush!" said he with tremulous 
solemnity. "The law we broke, —the sin here so 
awfully revealed!—let theaa alone be in thy 
thoughts! 1 fear! I feer! It my be that, when 
we forgot our Cod,—when we viol&ted our reverence 
each for the other 's soul,—it was thenceforth 
vain to hope that we could meet hereafter, in an 
1. Hawthorne, ojn clt. p , 235 
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As for old Foger Oh i 1 li ag; wor th, it was less thaa a 
year before he aled. After the death of the niaiater it 
seemed eg if tbe vital life had been drawn from him a ad he 
shriveled aad dried like a parasite ttet has been torn fro® 
its host* 
"Little Pearl fell heir to bis greet fortune tad al­
though we do not definitely fcaow of tier fat are, Hester noon 
left New ingland to return ©nay years later, and iiewthorae 
would have as belisve that she returned without Pearl, who 
had found a highly favorable «iarri8ge end hose in mm* for­
eign land. But "eater irynne returned to the little oottage 
by the am shore. 
....there was more real life for Heater rryane here, 
in Hew England, than in that aafeaowa region where 
Pearl had found a hoae. Here had been her sinj 
here, her sorrow? and here was yet to be her peni­
tence. She had returned, therefore, and resumed,— 
of her own free will, for not the sternest aagis-
trate of that iron period would h*ve imposed it,— 
resumed the syabol of which we h«ve now related so 
derfc a tele. Sever afterwards did it quit her 
boson. But, in the lapse of the toilaome, thought-
ful sa£ self-devoted years that aide up Hester's 
life, the scarlet letter ceased to be a stigma 
whieh attracted the world's aoorn and bitteraess, 
end beoaiae a type of aomthing to be sorrowed over, 
and looked upon with awe, yet with reverence too.** 
have quoted Hawthorns*a conclusion to soae extent 
because hSs own words illustrate ao©t polgaantly the final 
working out of the plot. In these words we aee the final, 
the only possible resolution of the essential elements of 
1. Hawthorne, o&. oit., pp. 239-40. 
the situation, Haw t ho rue chose to throw Ms people into a 
situation that would demand the utmost of their faculties. 
In such a si t ue tion it was the beaio underlying elements of 
their characters that they called upon. for Hester this 
was « woman*a strenrth, for Arthur a weakness until the last 
ffloaent when he *r & to find the strength to extricate them 
both. The final resolution is a reconciliation to morel law 
but it is a victory that oan only eoae in the punishment of 
death,—teased iote death for Arthur and for Hester the living 
analogue of death, sacrifice and renunciation. 
The final scone return# to Hawthorne * a platform stage 
and by thinking in arasatic terns we con further elucidate 
the final resolution of the plot, fills final resolution con­
tains two elements that Aristotle found necessary to excel­
lence and dmaa: a recognition some and a reversal of the 
situation, which can be separate but achieve their highest 
effect when coupled together. In The Scarlet Letter they ara 
carefully linked in one scene which stands out before our 
eyes on the platform stage. 
The denouetaent contains no physical recognition in the 
Aristotelian sense but on ® deeper level it is for both ieater 
and Arthur a final recognition of their position in relation 
to the society into which they were born, Its morel laws, the 
conscience that was bred iafeotiiea arid the past that weighs 
so heavily upon th«*a. It is a realisation that the final re­
solution of their tonaents can only cose by accepting, 
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akaowledgiag, reoogai&iai the burdea of the past, the burden 
of c >naoience aad building tha future apsa thesu It also 
embodies a recognition that the path to vietory and regeae-
retioa Ilea •within the only society, th® oaly moral law they 
coa call homei Ilea ia living or arias within that aoheiae of 
things, building on the p&at and sot rejeetiag it. suofe a 
reoogaltloa also means the feeing of decth, for it embodies 
the realisation that their motions, their pride, guided by 
fat® or will aa they mj hsve been, mm aim that eaa oaly 
end la death, the punifchreent of death. Finally their reoo#-
aitloa la an aooeptaace of this f aof, aa aaaeptaaee of their 
puaiahaeat, of the feot that their si as are deserving of auoh 
paalihfiusat. Ia this acceptance ia th® victory ia death. 
Coupled Inherently with this reeogaitloa la a rave rats 1 
of situatloa. Arthur Biimaesdale toad rtaohed the highest pin­
nacle of earthly fane that provincial Hew Hag la ad ooald afford, 
escape with Heater Ilea in the of flag when bis situs tioa is 
completely reversed ami ha dies ia ignominy# for Heater the 
final triuffiph of h«r strength «nd pride, complete freedom fro* 
the obligetloa of puniahaeat end a am lift forged by her own 
will, ley only a step away whea suddenly all vanishes lat© 
, the air of living death, -here life wea promised only deeth 
mite* 
The results of the two (reoogaltloa tad reversal} eaa-
aot be separated,—the life and regeneration that arise froa 
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recognition and reconciliation, sua, the death ttot follows 
reversal. Wo ere reminded of the words of Calderon: 
'tfko shall tell me if the Draaetic Muse 
wtaioh brings before fell® eye 
Life la Ceatfe and Death in Life 
la fietory or Tragedy4®** 
1. Calderon, "Life*a A Dream," ;aoted la Rleanor F. 
Joard&in, The French Qlaaaloal Drama!Oxford* At the Clarendon 
Frees f  1912.), p.127. 
00!?Ct,!J8l€tf 
A® we examined the finel scene m said nothing of Haw­
thorne •« use of symbo 1 ead association iii relation to the end 
of the story. In ihe first place we au#t note that we have 
not delved deeply into these depths? we h; ve oaly mentioned 
t nose symbols sad associations that played the uost iarortaat 
part in elucidating the course of the plot, the primary struc­
tural form. The symbolics 1 intricacies of the novel open out 
on eaoh new examination; even where we have examined closely 
we have only touohed the surface. M for the level that we 
have touched we have left a fine! statement till now in order 
that we my see more clearly that the priissary purpose ia to 
strengthen end to shed light on the plot, the these, the pri­
mary structural for a. 
Hawthorne has relied heavily oa association* he has 
found likenesses ia ualiket, played objects egainst persons, 
persons s gainst persona and objects a /eiast ohjecta so that 
each has taken oa a symbolical character* HFe find, ao oonstent 
equations as in allegory because of Hawthorne's Interest la 
showing the unreliability of appearance, the likeness of op­
posite®, the eiasisilarity of likes. For instance, we have 
seen Heater *ryane esstsciated with crime and evil, death, life, 
virility and saint-hood. From these associations, it is true, 
m have discerned an inherent criticise* of Puritan society and 
Puritan morel law, bat this criticism steads side by tide with 
the truth that Heater's reconciliation to that society is good. 
The thing we auat reaeaber always, however, is that all these 
associations do not take oa reel .meaning until they are seen 
in the light of the story of which they ar a part. They re~ 
oelve their life, their meaning, their truth only when they 
are a pert of the tr«f*edy of %ster Pryane and Arthur Dim-
raeadale. At the saae time this intricacy of syabol . ad as­
sociation adda poignanci and intensity to the action, the 
story, a® it unfolds before our eyes. 
•f# een perhaps shod raare light on this point by using 
the example of kittle "earl. Pearl, by her wry existence, 
tstces on a vast symbolical Intricacy of oe aning for her mother 
and for the people who live about her in Boston, At the death 
of Arthur, "swthorn® makes the rather bold statement that now 
Pearl can be a woman in the world. If we had reed the atory 
thinking of Pearl as primarily a two fold symbol for first, 
the scarlet letter» eablejao4..ic of ^ester's puaiahisest and 
estrangement fro<s society and second, a guide post leading to 
Heater's reconeilation to that society, Hawthorne 's statement 
would indeed be a bold assertion that *"earl la no longer a 
symbol but a girl. This, hornier, is not the case. Instead 
Pearl has always been a very real little girl and she, like 
all human®, needs aocae deep-fait experience to soften her aad 
sake her hu/aan. Such is an experience some people n«ver have; 
Pearl is fortunate to *e it so ma -1/ In life. Then to© we 
stust reseller that the symbolical aspect of 'Pear 1 Is placed 
U|:>otx her b • attars. Post of these expects are the result of 
the traditional ideas about bastards reacting on the lainfis 
of a superstitious people with whom statute end scriptural 
lav, are the atiae. in the mind of Hester, who is obsessed by 
her ain, these ideas beeame even more poignant and grotesque. 
With Hester's acceptance of her sin and punishment, however, 
?:he toraeat of her wind ceases and with it goes the grotesque 
symbols the t she has associated with Pearl. 
In the case of Boger Chillingworth this ia also true. 
Because we have s«ea hi*a associated with *:i stress Ribbin®» 
The Black Man, the Devil himself,—>es having in common with 
them a ©o -plete renunciation nf moral obligations—we have 
seen hi® as a fiend that revolts against moral law and God 
and «e can isore easily accept his death after he is torn frost 
his host. Hawthorne tea carefully portrayed his aonoaania, 
his renunciation of all else for his fleadlah revenge. Like 
a parasite his nental ahi i&y, his life blood are supplied 
from an outside source and when that aaurce is gone he dies 
spiritually and. physically. Again we sunt reraeaber that he 
is aost often a fiend ia the eyes of Hester and Arthur and 
this gives us a clearer insight into their nine.a than into 
his. 
/ 
In a word, the pritasry effect of Bawthorne*s asso­
ciations and. symbols in the reader is, as we have shown here 
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and previously, to intensify the -atioa, to sake as feci 
more deeply the emotions, the toranats, the fewra erst d»sir«a 
of the people who are Hiring and so tine before us. 
'i'heae symbols end association®, then, are en integral 
part of the plot, the essential structural foro. But Haw­
thorne* s story is typified, by a strong element of bareness 
and blefc^ness, a shallowness, a starvation e?aa to the level 
of Hawthorne*!! ahoiee of words, As fir. Hatthiessan has pointed 
out this was a asGeasary result of Hawthorne's, heritage and 
aooial environment* lad, as we ftsve ahown, it clearly re-
Ifeots the bareness and bleakness of f 'urltaa New lag la rid. 
There ia great danger, however, that the life, the illusion 
of felt life- will b» atarved right oat of the story and the 
emotional response of the reader will be buried under the 
intellectual theorizing that growa froa the symbol and asso­
ciation. to counter ot this danger Hawthorne carefully uses 
hia symbol and association to holster the eotlon and the felt 
life ia the actio a* 
This match, however, ia still not enough to eliminets 
the danger 0appletsly, and Hewthorns borrow froii the dramatist 
to gi^e the final form and structure and the final illusion 
of felt life to hia atojy. ^e places Ma people at once 
direotly ia contact with the teart of the situation and gives 
that situation auoh magnitude that it defend® their utmost 
efforts to meat it. »-eo..le in such situation® are not rounded 
chcractera for they have fallen b«©k upon the deepest, the 
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strongest eleaients of their personalities in their hour of 
need. Such characters are not objectionable in the draaa 
but we are surprised to find them ia a novel. 
As the story progresses Hawthorne never relaxes 
the tension on his people for a moment* The only relief that 
he provides is a symbol-fraught narrative that will serve 
to intensify the emotions when the aotion resumes. Re does 
not use the novelist's privilege of enlarging the area of 
his story and thus relieving tension. Instead when he ties 
his story to society and views thet society he is at the 
sa«e tiae increasing the tension of the plot. 
Finally Hawthorne even uses the devices of recog­
nition and reversal, that are the heart of the structural 
form of the drama, to resolve his plot. He even {pes so 
far as to place his most i&portajit actions on a stage before 
the eyes of th e reader. 
It ia in this way that Hawthorne reaains true to the 
severe and starved society of provincial lew England, siaices 
his story an integral part cf that society, gives it emo­
tional magnitude and still Invests it with depth upon depth 
of aaaning and significance. 
We have aa<t ̂  oaly om of may possible approaches to 
the structural for® of Itoe Scarlet tetter. Our approach he* 
found the story to be a dra&atlo tragedy in novel form. We 
have shown the relation of the major structural elements to 
this form. Our final purpose has been to aid the general 
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reeder to find aore meaning, nore depths of etaoti on and 
Intellectual experience than had previously been his. Again 
we mmt say tfcet our words are only one email step, aasmg 
laany other, towards an infinite,—the foil potential ex­
perience that is The Soerlet Letter. 
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